We look at the present
through a rear view mirror.
We march backwards into
the future.
Marshall McLuhan

THE NEW NORMAL

WHAT IS YOUR
TYPE
OF FUTURE?
WHAT IS
THE FUTURE
OF TYPE?

Full disclosure: we are not fortune
tellers, so we are not going to share with
you prophecies about the future. But
we like to take notes about the changes
that are happening today and which
will lead us to somewhere tomorrow.
So, if you are interested in the previous
questions, this book is meant for you —
curiosity is all you need.
For the third consecutive year we
are embarking on a journey through
visual and type culture, thanks to the
sponsorship of Zetafonts type foundry.
This year we are also featuring new
contributions, asking some of the most
influential designers in the typographic
world about their views on visual trends.
We would also like to thank all our
contributors and you, readers, in the
hope that you will enjoy this journey and
will transform this book into a critical
tool to help design more consciously.
The Typecampus Team
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THIS BOOK IS
A COMPASS
TO HELP
YOU ORIENT
YOURSELF TO
THE TRENDS
SHAPING
OUR CULTURE
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Is this a direction or an emergency exit?
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DANCE ME
THROUGH
THE END OF
CANONS

We all want our design work to have a
long life. Age gracefully. Maybe even
become a timeless classic.
Still, even if our brand new design can
functionally stand the test of time, we
know its look can age. Tomorrow, this
new and fresh project will probably
look old and outdated.
This is the reason why we look around
us for inspiration, searching for those
brilliant ideas and emerging styles
that will allow our projects to be
visually durable despite the changes
brought by time.
We look around for those trends
that are shaping and defining our
shared visual culture, and will become
tomorrow's standards.

5a,
5b

According to the trend,
plane will be here in 30 seconds.

Trends are trajectories, directions
into which something is changing,
developing or moving towards.
Trends permeate and define our
present, our culture, our society,
whether we realize it or not.
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Leonard asteroid's tail is a perfect metaphor for trends as trajectory.
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Clients looking at us explaining trends.

CAN TRENDS
REALLY HELP
DESIGNERS
MAKE GOOD
DESIGN? AND
CAN WE STILL
TALK ABOUT
GOOD DESIGN?

The idea of "good design" is a
modernist invention: the ideal
merging of form and function
that rises from thoughtful and
responsible project choices.
Good design was not something
related to fashionable and trendy
styles, or to cultural and social
(r)evolutions.
Good design could resist the
changes of time, because it
prioritized basic needs, often
centered on the immutable
functions of the body.
Architects, product and graphic
designers consequently designed
solutions that we can call "classic",
following paradigms such as
functionality and minimal aesthetic.
Does this still make sense?

10 PRINCIPLES
FOR GOOD DESIGN
BY DIETER RAMS
Good design is innovative.
Good design makes a product useful.
Good design is aesthetic.
Good design makes a product understandable.
Good design is unobtrusive.
Good design is honest.
Good design is long-lasting.
Good design is thorough down to the last detail.
Good design is environmentally friendly.
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A comb will always serve its purpose. Mostly.

Good design is as little design as possible.
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We have been drinking for centuries from objects shaped like this...
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,,,,and sitting on objects shaped like this.

CLASSIC
DESIGN
IS RULED
BY THE
IMMUTABLE
NEEDS OF
THE BODY.

FUTURE
DESIGN
IS RULED
BY THE
CHANGING
NEEDS OF
THE MIND.

Please, like me
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THE LAST TUTORIAL IN
EVERYTHING, ONLY ON

SERVER34 NOT
CONNECTING

THE NEW SERIES
EXCLUSIVELY ON

THE WORLD SITUATION IS
GETTING MORE & MORE
PICS OR IT
DIDN'T HAPPEN!

Life is no longer worth living if you
don't have not enough images to
document it.
Visual culture, once the domain of
artists and designers, is now an
open-source battlefield. Everybody
produces images and is able to share
powerful visual ideas through social
networks.
We are overloaded by thousands
and thousands of images and we are
unable to process them all. The image
selection we make, contributes to our
personal knowledge and shapes our
way of thinking and designing.
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CLIENT54 DOES

NOT GET IT

CLP69!
<3 THIS

Spoiler: Covid is true
and the Earth is not flat

GRANDMA ASKED ME
FOR A TIKTOK ACCOUNT

We move in this contemporary jungle
of images as curators, choosing the
pieces for our personal museum of
the world.
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Typography according to a Google Search

NOTHING
CAN
WITHSTAND
TIME.
NEITHER
IDEAS OR
BELIEFS.

AND
TECHNOLOGY
IS PUTTING
A SHORTER
EXPIRATION
DATE TO
EVERYTHING.
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PRODUCTS ARE EPHEMERAL.
FASHION IS EPHEMERAL.
TRENDS ARE EPHEMERAL.
CANONS ARE EPHEMERAL.
LABELS ARE EPHEMERAL.
DESIGN IS EPHEMERAL.
IMAGES ARE EPHEMERAL.
SELFIES ARE EPHEMERAL.
POLITICS IS EPHEMERAL.
JOBS ARE EPPHEMERAL.
LOVE IS EPHEMERAL.
BODIES ARE EPHEMERAL.
PEOPLE ARE EPHEMERAL.
WORDS ARE EPHEMERAL.
16

Let's raise a glass to uncertainty.

IDEAS ARE EPHEMERAL.

CLASSIC / CONTEMPORARY
ORIGINAL / COPY
Design solutions and good
practices no longer have
their own life-cycle and are
collapsing onto each other,
unable to keep the pace with
a society that is changing at
an unprecedented rate.

FEMALE / MALE

Everything is blurred and
confused.

FORM / CONTENT

It is the end of the dichotomies
that dictated the evolution
and widespread adoption of
design and art styles.

NATURAL / ARTIFICIAL

PRESENT / PAST
SERIF / SANS SERIF

PHYSICAL / DIGITAL
REALITY / DREAM
MINIMALISM / MAXIMALISM
CANON / REVOLUTION

On the right: the end of dichotomies
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In the past, long-term trends had the time to
consolidate in mass culture and could become
significant canons for an industry.

This began to end when the accelerating pace
of our society declared war on all that remains
static, without moving and adapting.

POSTMODERNSIM
HIPPIE
CULTURE

HYPERPOP

SKEUO
MORPHISM

ART NOUVEAU

MATERIAL
DESIGN

BLANDING

MODERNISM

MINIMALISM
INTERNATIONAL
STYLE

COLLAPSING
TRENDS

TRENDS
ARE
MELTING
IN A FLUID
IMAGERY.
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BY THE WAY,
THESE
ARE FONTS
DREAMT BY
A NEURAL
NETWORK.

Say goodbye to the modernist comfort
zone and the idea of timeless design.
This is time for hybrid imagery, where
the boundaries of time and space melt.
The invisible merges into the visible,
generating new concepts and visual
languages.
Hybrid brands, hybrid genders, hybrid
imagery, hybrid typography for a hybrid
design space.
This is the scenario in which 2022 and
and the following years' trends will move.
Welcome to the New Normal.
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Opportunity is in the eyes of the beholder
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THE NEW
NORMAL

TYPE TRENDS 2022

The term "New Normal" has often
been used to describe the state in
which society settles after a great
crisis, such as the First World War,
the 9/11 attacks or the financial
crisis of 2007-2008.

NOT
ONLY
THIS

After the Covid-19 pandemic, the
expression "New Normal" has been
increasingly used to refer to the
dramatic economic, cultural and
social transformations that our
society is experiencing and which
are also results of the invisible
changes that were already taking
place in the pre-pandemic years.
The practice of graphic design,
rooted in visual culture and in the
ever-changing zeitgeist, is subject
to these emerging changes that
have caused precariousness and
social unrest, influencing collective
perceptions and individual lifestyles.

21
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Following our 2021 research, we have
identified four behavioral drivers,
that we can use for defining different
approaches to the New Normal.

ACTIVE

You can DREAM of escaping from
reality, finding refuge in another time
and space.
You can embrace REALITY by seeking
the best of what it has to offer.
You can take ACTION, by embracing
new purposes.

DREAM

REALITY

Or you can choose to be PASSIVE,
because anything you do makes no
difference.
These behavioral drivers define the
possible scenarios among which we
move, being pushed in one direction
and then in another.
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TYPE TRENDS
TRENDS 2022
2022

The New Normal Trends emerge from
the tension between the scenarios:
01 — DIGITAL ECSTATIC
Phygital spaces become shelters
where we seek intoxicating and
unreasonable pleasure.
02 — ARTIFICIAL NOSTALGIA
The new products use a vintage visual
vocabulary to let us enjoy the memories
of the good old days we never lived.
03 — HARDCORE NORMCORE
Comfortable functionalism retains its
timeless modernist design vibe. What's
safer than accepting the default
option?
04 — BOLD PURPOSE
It is time for design to raise its voice
for good causes, for the environment
and the community.

ACTIVE

Digital
Ecstatic
DREAM

Bold
Purpose
Swap
Culture

Artificial
Nostalgia

EXTRA — SWAP CULTURE
The new normal culture generates
an area where trends overlap and
intersect: a fluid area where new
hybrid paradigms are the non-rule.
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REALITY

Hardcore
Normcore

PASSIVE
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ACTIVE

NEW NORMAL —— Trends and styles.

Digital
Ecstatic

MELTING
SPACES

LANGUID
SERIF
DREAM

ELECTRIC
REVIVAL

SWAP
CULTURE

Artificial
Nostalgia
STRANGER
TYPES

MAGIC
MOMENTS

ALL TYPE
INCLUSIVE

VARIABLE
IDENTITY

WEDGE
POWER

REALITY

GRUNGE
SWISS

FAKE
PAST

Hardcore
Normcore
EASY
BLANDING

EXPRESSIVE
LETTERING

PASSIVE

POSITIVE
SHAPES

Bold
Purpose

ALIVE
LETTERS

HYPER
MEME

BEZIER
ORGANIC

ACTIVE
TYPE

ACTIVE

PicNic
REALITY

PASSIVE

DREAM

DIGITAL
ECSTATIC
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Digital and physical spaces have
merged into a phygital reality thanks
to new thrilling technologies.
Neural networks, augmented reality,
cryptocurrencies and metaverses
are all escape pods to a future with
endless possibilities.
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A new frontier to explore, a liquid
reality, that materializes in a haze of
holographic textures, acid gradients,
fluid typography and surreal designs.
Acid trip meets hyperpop culture
as digital shapes become organically
entangled in a maximalist,
exuberant rave.

DIGITAL ECSTATIC

NEW NORMAL
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Photoshop's Liquify tool has inscribed our aesthetic, while fluid
3d simulations have made chrome
waves fill our screens. Typography
joins the party, as calligraphic
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MELTING SPACES
curves morph into fluid blobs, filling the page with waves of sinuous
warping. Time and space, analogue
and digital: everything melts in a
whirl of silvery color gradients.
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Digital letterforms evolve from
their pixelated origins into something more alive and organic, with
vector shapes that seek to evoke a
natural dynamism and the fractal

HYPER MEME
nature of cellular organisms. Once
inscribed by a living hand, now
digital glyphs seem to take on a life
of their own thanks to the fluidity
of their algorithmic nature.

27

In an age of uncertainty, sarcasm
and irony become the rule. Conscious use of kitschy typography
and digital artifacts, dating back
to the early days of the web, allows
graphic designers to enjoy some

light-hearted bad taste. Ugly fonts,
animated gifs and overused emoticons become the glyphs of a new
self-deprecating alphabet: carefree, messy and deeply detached
from reality.

30

Pic
Nic
29

31
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BEZIER ORGANIC

The liquid modernity that surrounds
us has remixed classic serif typefaces with a touch of calligraphic
grace, art nouveau excess and
glitchy aesthetics. These "languid
serif" fonts have a classic, highly
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LANGUID SERIF
contrasted old-fashioned structure that is morbidly disturbed
by swirling marks and incestuous ligatures, the result of which
is as blasphemous as it is deeply
seductive.
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Now that new digital media and
streaming platforms are challenging the movie industry, what are
the new frontiers for mograph
storytelling?

HÉCTOR
AYUSO

I think we are gonna be hearing
from new voices, younger and
bolder challengers that are more
confident and ready to take risks.
We all, the creative industry, hasn't
changed enough.
Sometimes change is hard and we
get easily distracted. So we need
to do away with egos and open the
door to those new voices. They will
break the frontiers of new ways to
tell stories.

www.offf.barcelona

The 2020 covid crisis forced OFFF
to transform itself for two years
into an online-only festival. What

Héctor Ayuso is the founder of
OFFF, a creative festival that
was born in 2000 as the “Online
Flash Film Festival” and is now
a worldwide community involving thousands of the world’s
best creative minds. Designers,
engineers, programmers, artists, photographers… all sorts of
artists and makers are invited
to share their passion for their
creative process and inspire the
talents of other creators.

that “Together, we can make
anything”. Since its beginnings,
OFFF has been pioneering in
merging the areas of visual design and digital music. With its
opening credits, it has not only
gained international recognition
(including a Cannes Lion) but
demonstrated the possibilities
of motion graphics as a narrative force, often showcasing
the best opening titles from the
movie industry.

OFFF Festival is an inspirational
space where Héctor connects
himself with artists and the
public to develop a creativity
triangle, powered by the belief

We asked Héctor to give us his
insights on the ever-changing
panorama of contemporary
visual design.
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were the lessons learned from that
experience? Is the phygital world
changing the role of designers and
visual artists?
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IAL
SPEC
!
GUEST

A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.
That's a great sentence that should
make us all think. It's up to you
about what?
We've learned a lot from an open
and honest conversation with our
global creative community about
what they think, feel and want to
do. We are all feeling the pressure,
but creativity won't stop, so it's on
us to step up, stand for something
and act on it. That's what we are
doing with OFFF or any other project we are working on currently.
Lots of new and exciting things are
coming next year, beyond OFFF.
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38

39

40

36

The pervasiveness of connected
creative culture harbors the risk of a
copycat aesthetic. With motion typography becoming more and more
trendy, originality seems to dilute as
creators influence each other and
visual trends become cliches. Can
you give us a shortlist of projects or
creators that represent a personal
and diverse voice in the field of motion typography?

to reconsider the ways we communicate and the tools we trust to do it.

It's not about originality anymore, or
trends, how its communicated and
idea is the real deal now. So is time

Sawdust 40
www.sawdust.works

Lucas Hesse 37
www.lucas-hesse.de
Brandon Fretwell 38
instagram.com/brandon.fretwell
John Burgess 39
www.john-burgess.com
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TINA
TOULI
www.tinatouli.com

Tina Touli is a London based
creative director, multidisciplinary graphic communication
designer, maker, speaker and
educator (teaches at Central
Saint Martins, University of the
Arts London).
She works in a great variety of
design fields, including print
and digital design, with different
clients, such as Adobe, Dell, HP,
Ciroc Vodka, Fiorucci, Tate, Converse, Oppo, Kappa, Glo, Dropbox
and Movement Festival.
She had the honour to be selected by Print Magazine as one of

the 15 best young designers in
the world, aged under 30 (2017).
Her work has been featured in
Communication Arts magazine,
Guardian, Computer Arts magazine, Digital Arts magazine and
Creative Review blog among
others and design publications
such as “Design{h}ers” by Viction:ary.
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GUEST!
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In the recent panorama of visuals and
motion, your strong experimentation
of design processes aroused the
attention of the design community.
Your work is characterized by blending the analogic and the digital space
and creating a recognizable and original design style. What has led you
towards this "fluid space"? And where
do you find inspiration for it?
Since I was very little I enjoyed experimenting in an analogue way, I was a
“maker” continuously exploring and
creating, from little sculptures to

balloon animals and paintings. And
even during the first years of my
design studies I was creating almost
everything by hand. I am inclined to
believe that by exploring the possibilities of working between the
physical and digital worlds we can
discover unexplored areas of design
and come up with unique solutions.
Sometimes the strongest designs
come from a simple concept and by
trying things out. By interacting with
the “objects” from the digital and
the physical world, leaving them to
lead the way, even if things evolve

She has been invited to present
her work in various events and
conferences all over the world,
as for example at the Adobe
MAX, the OFFF Festival, the FITC
Amsterdam and the Typomania
Festival.
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As well as a designer, you are also an
educator at Central Saint Martins,
UAL. What do you think is the relationship between teaching and being a professional? Does it influence
your work?
For me, teaching is a two-direction
processes, you are sharing but at
43
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differently from the initial thoughts.
Once you interact and understand
the strengths and weaknesses of the
“objects” they can become your tools
or prototypes or even the design outcomes. Anything around us that can
stimulate any of our senses can be
inspirational. It does not have to be
something extraordinary, it can be
something very simple even from our
immediate surroundings. A hole on a
t-shirt, a wrong print, the foil paper
that we wrap our food in, even the oil
and water that we use in our everyday cooking, two materials that don’t
blend together, can be the basis for
unlimited creative outcomes.

45
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— There is no way to fail. Every
good or bad decision you will make,
“wrong” or “right” experimentation
you will create, will help you move
forward one way or another.
44

the same time you are receiving so
much more back. It can be from just
a feeling of satisfaction for helping
others or a feeling of pride for an
achievement, to a whole new idea
that you came up with while experimenting along with the students.
You exchange thoughts and ideas,
improve your communication skills
and of course you get to understand
better and deeper the subject you
are teaching. It is a great opportunity to share processes and learnings
in order to hopefully open conversations, inspire and motivate each
other.

— The best work comes when you
enjoy creating it. You just have to
love, appreciate and get satisfaction from every little thing that you
do. Create work that is done with
passion and that will be remembered and hopefully inspire others.

— Challenge yourself, experiment and
explore new fields, new mediums. Have
always as a goal to learn and create
something different from last time.
— We usually try to find inspiration
from other professionals. That is probably the most convenient source, but
most likely it will lead us to an infinite
loop. Don’t get camouflaged within
someone else’s creative voice. Find
your own sources of inspiration and
define your own style, your own voice.

What are the 5 tips you would like
to give to young designers and students?
— Even if you don’t know how to
make it happen, get started with
what you’ve got, and you will figure
it out on your way.
80
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AMBER
WEAVER

52

SPECIA!L
PICKS
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www.femme-type.com
www.typedepartment.com
www.type-01.com

Can you name 10 typefaces created
in 2021 that you think can embody
the spirit of tomorrow?

A passionate champion for creatives, Amber believes that diversity, inclusion and representation are vital across the creative
industries. After her successful
book, Femme Type | A Book
Celebrating Women in the Type
Industry in 2019, she has grown
as Creative Director, working
across her entire media company
platform — Type01, Femme Type
& Type Department.

— Holise [Inés Davodeau]
— Ninna [Margot Levéque] 48
— La Ettore Display [@liviuandronic]
— Rigatoni [@bojjoe] 49
— Tenebras [Domenico Barrieto] 50
— Transylvania Regular [Rémi Bordet]
— Rabbit Hole Display [@hugmun.
studio] 52
— Hanol [@_bouk_ra_]
— Gosna [@quicknap.zzz] 53
— Cruciate [@claraborde] 37
— WIRED [@nadine_wtzl]
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53

51

49
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ARTIFICIAL
NOSTALGIA

55
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Marcel Proust was right in stating:
“Remembrance of things past is not
necessarily the remembrance of
things as they were.”
Surely, everyone wants to get lost in
comforting vintage memories: but
any Google search for typefaces,
fashion and design styles from the
past will give us plenty of results
created digitally in the last few years.

56

Why this jet lag of nostalgia? Does
this mean that we cannot distinguish
our real past from its reinvented
digital versions? And how can we
remember something that never
happened to us?
Making sense of these memories
of ours — whether true or not — is
artificial nostalgia.

ARTIFICIAL NOSTALGIA
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Inspired by the curvaceous scripts
of Ed Benguiat and Alan Meeks and
their beatnik spirit, here comes a
bunch of super fat letterforms with
the fluid appearance and positive
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POSITIVE SHAPES
vibe of the beloved seventies.
A nostalgic comeback of flower
power times that bring back disco
sounds, optical distortions and
tree-hugging letterforms.
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We named this trend after Perry
Como's 1957 cheerful hit, as a way to
effortlessly describe the warm feeling of thoughtless happiness that
this design style wants to evoke.
More magical and ethereal than the

STRANGER TYPES
1970s, the 1960s enchant us with
hand-made lettering, wavy shapes
and dreamy pastel colours, evoking
a period of our life in which everything was possible. Because there
must have been one, right?

In the 1980s, the typographic styles
of the previous decade met a new
technology-fueled aesthetic. Bright
colors, bold fonts, outlines and 3d
effects were all ways to look at a
future that promised all the marvels
of 8bit home computers.

Meanwhile, movies and tv series
gave new life to the bold typefaces
of the seventies, with iconic visuals
that now inspire contemporary designers looking for a comfortable
aesthetic - full of optimism and lost
childhood memories.
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MAGIC MOMENTS
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Handwriting and lettering keep
evolving within our nostalgic environment, reinventing their stylistic
features with a 3d twist, which
makes them jump off the page or
the screen. Letters become tangi-

ble, owing to the overlap of physical layers with digital ones, within
a mix of hand-crafted details and
aesthetic references to the most
expressive typography of the early
twentieth century.
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DIMENSIONAL LETTERING
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RAISSA
PARDINI

Typography is a clear protagonist
of your artworks. You play with letters, deforming and transforming
them, breaking the rules of canons,
and creating a recognizable personal style. How do you think you
managed to build your own personal vision?

www.raissapardini.com

I have always thought I’d end up
doing something creative but it
took me a way to get where I am
now. The academic method at uni
didn’t help me, in fact I felt even
more confused about what to do
after my graduation. Working with
branding and design for other studios and places bored me after a
way and I was going to put my creative carrier on the side to dedicate
myself in music. It wasn’t until I decided to give freelancing a chance
that I realised I had a style inside
me, somehow. I started working on
my own projects, choosing my own
clients. And I started focussing on
letters. I have always had a soft

Her work have just been added
to the V&A permanent collection.
She mixes old-school typography
and colourful details with a contemporary eye and critique.
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spot for alphabets and typography
in general but I’d never thought I’d
end up making them my strength.
It was something that came as a
surprise, without strong illustrative
skills I kept experimenting with what
I felt comfortable working with and
that happened to be letters. It is
a passion that grows on me more
everyday, I can’t really describe it :)

Those decades were the flourishing
time of typography in my opinion.
If you love type, you can’t escape
them. So much was produced then
and so many risks were taken that I
feel experimenting was really the

69
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We feel that your works connect a
lot with the 70s, the Op Art, Push Pin
Studio and many other visual designs created in an era that you are
far too young to have experienced
personally. What moves you towards
this aesthetics?

Raissa Pardini is an Italian-borned, curved her design passion beUK based visual artist who works
tween Milan, Berlin, London and
with typography.
finally, Glasgow.
Raissa Pardini is a Multi-disciplinary designer specialised in Digital Typography, Graphic Design
and brand focus. She has been
working for many of the most
interesting artists and projects
around the world. She has been
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RAISSA'S PICKS
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Emfatik

I LOVE
THIS
FONT
DRUK

feedbag
misto
key of the whole 70s decade. Mine
isn’t a love for the retro look, mine
is a love towards the method and
the way they worked. To learn how
to make new fonts, I’ve always felt
the need to start getting inspired
from the history first. We can break
the rules then, but history is there to
teach us more and be curious about
people who used the same skills we
are using today.
The primordial instinct of getting inspired by the world around us leads
you to work with lines and shapes.
96
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Buildings, windows, light, shadow.
That’s probably why there’s some
OP art in what I do. They were inspired by geometrical composition
as much as I do.

combat

blimey

Can you name your favorite ten
typefaces?
At the moment? Louput, Künstler
Schreibsch, Flash Regular, Lucky,
Pretoria, Shatter, Volume Four,
Karin Pro, Euphoria and Brass.
You’ll ask me tomorrow, I’ll have a
different list I’m sure :)
NEW NORMAL
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basteleur
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VALENTINA
CASALI
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In recent years, hand drawn fonts
and script typefaces have become
popular in both printed products
and digital content. What could be
the reason according to you?

Valentina Casali is a multidisciplinary designer. She deals with
lettering, type design, stone
carving and sign painting.

She teaches lettering and type
design at IED in Turin, at the NID
in Perugia and at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Macerata.

Valentina has been working
in the field of visual communication since 2010, and since
2013 as a freelancer. She has
received awards from design
publications such as Communication Arts, SPD and AIAP.

She is also editor of the project
Lettering da Jesi and in her spare
time she embroiders textile accessories for home decor under
the pseudonym of Tiger Mochi.
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Together with Marco Goran Romano she founded the Sunday
Büro studio.
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I don't know, I have to admit I've
never thought about it. I believe that
part of the success that this type of
fonts has enjoyed in recent times is
thanks to social media. In the last
years, in fact, there has been a proliferation of calligraphers and lettering
artists who have shared their work in
progress on platforms such as Instagram, Facebook and Youtube. This
has resulted in an increasing number
of people falling in love with their
works. From there, it was a short step
and, obviously, type designers took
the opportunity to produce fonts
capable of responding to the growing
demand of the public.
Going further I could say that in
reality script typefaces have never
gone out of fashion: they have always

ARTIFICIAL NOSTALGIA

NEW NORMAL

existed and have been used in the
most disparate contexts. In the history books of Graphic Design we often
talk about which were the "breaking movements", so we talk about
Modernism as if in those years only
Eurostile or Helvetica were used.
Actually, things are different, we were
able to identify certain currents of
thought on design only because they
distanced themselves from what was
the common taste of that particular
historical moment. Designers have
always used and will always use them
because through their shapes they
are able to convey multiple sensations: elegance and refinement,
but at the same time warmth and
uniqueness too.
Above all, they are the connecting
point between writing and typography. Looking back, I believe that in
the end the technological limit of
movable type printing was a spur for
the engravers of the time (and the
type designers of today), who aimed
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to produce script fonts almost indistinguishable from handwriting.
How do you experience the relationship between type design and
lettering? And how do you transfer
your manual experience into digital
projects?

In your artwork you use traditional
techniques such as gold leaf and
stone engraving. Why working with
these techniques in an era in which
the use of lettering is mainly digital?
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I want my hands to learn to manage matter. Inside, I really feel the
need to gain experience on different
supports and with different tools. I
75

I had a hard time moving from lettering to type design, it is not easy to
make compromises in the name of
readability and consistency of the alphabetical set. In the past, when I was
designing a lettering I always tried to
enrich each letter with details in an
attempt to make it unique.
Type design, on the other hand, made
me realize that even in lettering I can
occasionally decrease the complexity of the design in favor of greater
cleanliness and uniformity. However,
I consider the design of a lettering a
much simpler practice when compared to that of a typeface. The latter
is undoubtedly more complex, it is
ultimately a question of designing
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a tool that others will use and over
which I cannot have control. Obviously, on these occasions, I always
draw on my analogue experience,
on the know-how to do with hands,
on which I have invested so much
during my studies. In fact, I believe
that knowing certain reproduction
techniques is essential to be able to
better master the drawing of letters
in digital. Otherwise, it is like getting
on a racing bike without having
learned to maintain balance on a
bike.

am also convinced that over time all
these craftsmanship skills are destined to disappear and I don't want
that to happen. I want to be the
guardian of certain knowledge, it is
almost my mission. Not to mention

the fact that I am crazy about the
idea that my works can become objects of common use: things that are
appreciated for their workmanship
and that people decide to welcome
into their own homes.
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HARDCORE
NORMCORE
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Our society would like everybody
to be special. To be "Instagram
famous", to have an extraordinary
career, and possibly, to have a
special destiny waiting for us, as
if we were characters in a Disney
movie.
79

But why can't we just be ourselves?
Why not overcome this generational bias and find "liberation in
being nothing special"*?
Neutral and characterized by
a comfortable aesthetic sense,
Hardcore Normcore is no longer
a non-fashion style, but has
become the attitude of an entire
generation that has chosen to
simply live their own life.

(*) K-HOLE trend forecasting group describing the Normcore fashion trend.
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One could think that minimalism
and maximalism would never
find a compromise, but never say
never. Swiss Grunge is the perfect
crossover between the two, allowing a postmodern glitch in the
heaven of layouts, grids and visual
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SWISS GRUNGE
hierarchy. Perhaps, as a result of
using a disturbing image, a colorful
gradient, or a slightly off grotesque
sans serif typeface, Swiss Grunge
will make you look twice at designs
that have much more to say than
just "Helvetica".
81
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At the crossroads between digital
functionalism and modernist rigour
lies a universe of possibilities for
brands that want to have a flexible
and contemporary visual identity.
Sans serif typefaces with their
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EASY BLANDING
inherent neutrality allow what Bill
Gardner defines "blanding" — a
comfortable and minimal graphic
outfit for brands that want to emphasize their products, while keeping a genderless, inclusive voice.
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As the owner and president of
Gardner Design, Bill and his
team have produced effective
and award winning results for
such industry leaders as Cessna,
Spirit AeroSystems, Bombardier/
Learjet, Thermos, NFL, Facebook, Google, Pizza Hut, Coleman Outdoor, Kroger, Hallmark,
Cargill Corporation, SeaWorld,
and others. He understands the
nuances of brand practicalities
better than anyone in the business and leads his team to always first consider the business
that the design is supporting.
As the founder of LogoLounge.
com – the international, searchable compendium of logos – Bill
authored the affiliated bestselling LogoLounge book series,
volumes 1-13, and is the author
of the annual LogoLounge Logo
Trend Report. 2013 marked the
release of the highly anticipated
Logo Creed, a foundation textbook for students, educators
and professionals alike. Bill is
also the author and presenter
of LinkedIn Learning’s series of
online courses concentrating on
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I originally coined the word blanding
as a perfect descriptor of draining all
of the creative soul from an entitie's
logo or wordmark. Please note I didn’t
say visual brand assets. My take is
that many of the brands that scraped
their logos down to the Spartan
bones also had some fairly engaging
visual assets that could still serve as
the eye candy for the brand to build
on. As an example, Peter Saville’s
Burberry wordmark solution in 2018
presented the name in a ubiquitous
all capitals, sans-serif and design-

branding and identity design. In
2014, Bill became an AIGA Fellow
Award recipient for his contributions to the local, national and
international creative community. Bill also judges design competitions and speaks nationally
and internationally on identity
trends and logo development.
In his spare time, he serves on
several community boards and
has completed a six-year term as
the Territorial Vice President of
the International Brotherhood of
Magicians.
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ers couldn’t help but note he had
a similar solution for Calvin Klein
the prior year. But at the same time
that logo was being eviscerated of
personality and the charging Burberry knight was relegated to a scrap
heap, Peter had a plan. He crafted a
truly wonderful field pattern based
on an old Thomas Burberry monogram and suddenly there was a
new visual focus to the brand. Keep
in mind Burberry obviously had it’s
signature tartan and color palette
and add to this the TB monogram
and you can start to see the “Bland”
wordmark has purpose in this visual
family. It informs and acts as a silent partner in a brand that first and
foremost, must sell fashion.
Burberry and other fashion centric
blanding stories like, Balenciaga,
Balmain, Jimmy Choo, Yves Saint
Laurent, and Valentino to name
a few, have to be seen in context
because they have the strength of
visual assets that allow flexibility to
change with the market.
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BILL
GARDNER

These have been quite messy
years, or as you said in your 2021
Logolounge report, years of Drama.
Nonetheless, in a scenario of visual
experimentation that is trying to
keep the pace with these confused
times, there were also a lot of brands
which chose to opt for minimal,
neutral kind of visual solutions and
identities. You talked about this as
"blanding". What is it exactly for you,
on what does it depend?

SPECIAL
GUEST!

Near the beginning of this trend in
a one month span of 2016 Google,
Verizon, and Lenovo all introduced
new wordmarks using unremarkable
doppelgänger fonts that across the
board had surrendered any level of
prior originality. Because all three
had been developed simultatniously it was not a case of mimicry. I
do believe that the secondary and

tertiary waves of this effect over
subsequent years were generally
less informed and were following a
perceived trend without strong validation of need or outcome. It is likely the followers in those subsequent
waves that will find themselves the
most enthusiastic to jump at the
next trend. This is likely because
they never recognized the benefits
of those that made the blanding
jump based on logic as opposed to
conformity.
88

Talking about trends, there is one
definition you gave about their nature that we appreciated a lot, that
is "trends swing like pendulums".
Can you tell us more?

of mark. As it becomes popular to
utilize this skeuomorphic appearance, eventually we will reach a
point of saturation. Any attempt to
find separation through technique
becomes challenging in this environment. It also means that the propensity for using these visual cues
start to reflect a brand that is dated
and possibly lost resonance with its
audience. In an attempt to combat
this malaise a natural reaction is to
counter and remove all essence of
realism or superficial effect and render the same mark in pure flat tone.
No embellishment whatsoever.

Let’s use for example the idea of
a logo being rendered using dimensional highlights and pings
that might simulate a glassine or
chromed or reflective surface. I
suspect we can all picture this type
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In fashion, selling a visual product
that needs to illicit diverse aesthetics may actually find a less demanding mark to be to their advantage
and offer a greater flexibility. This is
where the difference lies with the
thousands of followers that didn’t
have the rich visual context to
fall back on. Those that eschewed
their legacy logos for a perfunctory
sans-serif wordmark may have been
followers that didn’t know why this
phenomenon was occurring. They
were just along for the ride because
seemingly so was everyone else.

HARDCORE NORMCORE

Using Audi’s four rings or ABC Network's disc as prime examples of this
over the last year, you see a new vibrancy to the complete brand design
because the design pendulum has
swung back to a polar solution. And
if I were to pull out a crystal ball, I’d
forecast in a number of years when
there was a saturation of matte
logos, someone will re-craft their
logo with glassine highlights and the

HARDCORE NORMCORE
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race to the opposite side is on again.
Great designers hate a vacuum and
know to fill a void when it occurs.
There is no genius to this theory
but let me expand on the realities
of the swinging pendulums. When a
pendulum swings it slows down as it
reaches the extent of its arc before
it stops and then slowly picks up
velocity as it returns the other way.
This parallels the actions of a design
trend. You will see a swing start to
retard as it reaches its end and that
cue is pretty visible to a savvy designer and to the public as well.
And now to blow your mind further,
there are hundreds of pendulums
swinging at any moment. Thick
letters are getting thinner. Serifs are
coming or going. Texture is in or it’s
out. Single weight lines are shifting
to mono-weight lines. Gradients
may be coming passe. Desaturated
pallets are gaining vibrancy. There is
a counter to nearly any design decision you make and these pendulums
have you dancing to keep up with
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them. Not only do you question every
nuance of your design but you may
be wondering where the pendulum is
in its arc. Is it early swing or close to
its apex. I share these thoughts not
because we need to be slaves to the
actions of trends, but rather because
if we are not aware of the proclivities
of trends, one of these pendulums
will broadside us when we are not
vigilant in our observations.
Better designers are considered
trendsetter because they stay just
ahead of the pendulum as opposed
to riding on it. I often remind designers that the person credited with
leading a parade is only a step or two
ahead of those following them. That’s
not genius, but rather common sense
and smart observation.
As someone who's been collecting
and analyzing thousands of logos,
what should designers look for while
creating logos for the future?
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It’s an interesting prospect to discuss long term trends. By definition,
trends are about the direction something is developing or changing.
They really are about a shift and the
longer a “trend” sticks around it is
less of a trend and more of a settled
fact. A shift in the direction a glacier is flowing over decades might
be considered a trend, but in the
mercurial field of branding a highly
specific trend is much more fleeting.
Here are a few very general observations that I think we can anticipate
regarding visual branding.
You will see that there has been a bit
of a shift away from letting a symbol
type of logo do the heavy lifting for
a brand. For years we’ve had clients
labor under the impression that the
creation of a Nike Swoosh or and Apple apple are the panacea to all their
branding ails. And for sure, there
have been tremendous icon logo
centric solutions that have changed
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the landscape of marketing. But
other elements of the brands visual
vocabulary are carrying a more significant part of the burden.
Smart brands are becoming more
reliant on the graphic elements that
traditionally play the supporting
role. Pattern, color, illustration, and
animation in particular have often
become the first identifier in a visual
brand arsenal. As much as I admire
the simple Instagram icon you’re
able to identify this brand by the
gradient wash of violet thru orange
quicker than the mark itself. Collins
Mail Chimp refresh gave them a a
fine monkey head for a logo but I
am more likely to identify the brand
by the strong yellow fields and the
signature gestural illustrations.
I also anticipate designers starting
to reinterpret our use of graphic
devices in branding. When we think
of a logo or a mark we visualize a
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nugget or encapsulated image. It
may be vertical, or horizontal, or
square but it has boundaries. I look
for example at the newly introduced
Sony Vision-S electric car. The logo
for this, if that’s what we call it, is a
simple graphic treatment for where
two horizontal lines meet. The lines
can be of infinite length but the
juncture is the visual brand moniker.
You know someone in Sony's management was really uncomfortable
approving this since it breaks some
pretty defined rules for car logos if
not for logos in general.
Is it possible the next great trend
is to be contrary? I will continue to
identify the trends that float to the
top and find reason for their evolution and rise. If anything, just know
that designers are going to continue
to push boundaries and traditional
solutions are more and more going
to be viewed as invitations to break
rules. Thank God!
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Your typeface production is impressive, with dozens of beautiful families that range from the
experimental excess of TT Nooks
or TT Globs to the controlled modernism of TT Interphase or to the
classical beauty of TT Ricordi.
What motivates your aesthetic
choices? Is there a "Type Type
style"?

Today TypeType is a font foundry
with offices in Russia and the
US. We employ 30+ specialists,
15 of them are directly involved
in developing fonts.
The foundry’s fonts are constantly listed in MyFonts bestseller lists and won awards at
Granshan, European Design
Awards, Modern Cyrillic, and
Festival Sreda competitions. We
also do research, write articles
and work with students to increase font literacy.

NEW NORMAL
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There was a time when we contemplated whether TypeType has its
own style and how to describe it.
And so we came to a conclusion
that independent of the project,
our fonts remain laconic, controllable and functional. We emphasize functionality for our users
both in graphics and the font
technology. This applies to even
most creative projects.
We see more and more brands
choosing a very minimal aesthetic, with a predilection for "normcore" sans serif typefaces.
It's not by chance that your
best-sellers on myfonts are fonts
that even in the name declare
their plain, controlled appearance: we think about TT Norms or
TT Commons. How do you explain
this? How comes that while excessive liquid serifs fill trendy magazines and websites, every brand
loves a minimal sans font?

HARDCORE NORMCORE
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I would name a few reasons. First,
to use bright trendy fonts you
need to have certain courage and
a specific understanding of how
and why use them. With that, “normal” fonts are rather safe. Second,
designer fonts attract attention,
which is great if you use it right.
At the same time, classic families
do not attract too much attention
making the focus on the message
and product possible, which I
assume is needed in most cases.
Finally, everything is rather banal if you purchase a minimalist sans
serif, you can use it in any project,
while an expressive font is bought
for a specific one.
What are in your opinion, ten cyrillic typefaces that everybody
should know or use?
Our joint list with Marina Khodak
and Antonina Zhulkova (for all occasions and the ones we love):
IBM Plex
PT Sans/Serif
Petersburg
Circe
William
Bazaart
Zangezi
TT Commons
TT Ricordi Allegria
TT Trailers
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BOLD
PURPOSE
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The urgency of global crises is
pushing designers to address these
issues with responsible actions and
environmental awareness.
Beautiful and well-executed images
aren't enough, especially since
neural networks will soon be able to
deliver them at will.

96

Designers around the world share
a new desire to inspire and empower
people through meaningful
messages,
visually translated through the use
of bold typography and contentcentric projects.
Creativity is for everyone (and there
is something good about it), but
meaningful design is only for those
who are willing to take a step further.

B OLD PURPOSE
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Big thoughts and strong ideas
need bold typefaces to reach the
audience on the crowded, tiny
screens of today's digital services.
Typefaces become cinematic and
fill the design space as the only
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ACTIVE TYPE
protagonist of the vision.
Political poster design is back,
with messages that repeatedly fill
the available space on the page
and screen, erasing boundaries
and expressing primeval anger.
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Kinetic typography has paved
the way for new perspectives on
letters. Whether a part of vibrant
compositions or material installations, typefaces abandon their flat
stillness in search of something

more. These augmented typefaces,
distant from the non-tangible
augmented reality, aim at creating
more points of contact with people,
expressing a sense of humanity
lost in the years of the pandemic.
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ALIVE LETTERS

The digital revolution has given the
term globalization a new meaning.
A new original melting pot of culture is emerging, starting with the
entertainment and advertising industry and involving all of society.
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ALL TYPE INCLUSIVE
Distant countries are closer to our
daily imagination and a fascinating
overlap of languages is manifesting
itself in products and services,
characterized by multiscript and
multicultural solutions.
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NADINE
CHAHINE
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Dr. Nadine Chahine is an awardwinning Lebanese type designer.
She is the CEO at I Love Typography Ltd and the principal at
ArabicType Ltd. She has an MA
in Typeface Design from the
University of Reading, UK, a
PhD from Leiden University, The
Netherlands, and a Master of
Studies in International Relations from Cambridge University.
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Nadine's work has been featured
in the 5th edition of Megg's
History of Graphic Design and in
2012 she was selected by Fast
Company for its 100 Most Creative People in Business. In 2017,
Nadine was selected by Creative
Review to their Creative Leaders
50. In 2021, Nadine was elected
to the board of Type Directors
Club in New York.
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Projects such as that of Li Beirut
have shown how, in the face of
large-scale tragedies, the typography community has been able
to respond with strength, speed
and quality to support the victims
of the blast in 2020.
What do you think about this relationship between typography and
social causes? Can typographic
community play a consistent role
in social and political issues even
beyond emergencies?

BOLD PURPOSE
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I feel very strongly that those who
are able to amplify important messages should do so. Type is intimately linked with language and
visual communication and as such
is in a prime position to help give
shape to words and ideas that we
want to communicate. This is the
highest service we can give to our
communities, and I do hope that a
growing number of designers will
take an active role in social and
political activism. We live in very
difficult times, and we need to step
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up to the challenge of supporting
our communities. Type is more than
custom typefaces and library releases. It’s about communication, and it
would be great to look beyond the
commercial aspect of our work.
As an expert in Arabic characters, in
this era of strong expansion of the
typographic market, could you tell
us the curiosity or tendency that has

struck you most in the recent productions of non-Latin characters?
I’ve been very impressed with the
quality and diversity of new designs
and that gives me hope for a future
where typography and design blossom in our part of the world. This is
so important, and so gratifying to
see, and I love that there is a new
generation of designers that is is
passionate about type!

109

Can you name five non-latin typefaces that are being relevant in
this context?
In the context of Arabic typefaces,
I am a big fan of Hudhud by Maha
Akl and Lifta by Omaima Dajjani.
Both are brilliant new designers
that I expect a great future for.
I am also bowled over by Sakkal
Kitab by Mamoun Sakkal who has
managed to design a classical
typeface that has a beautiful sense
of modernity in it as a well. It’s a
masterpiece of type design and
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one to be studied in detail!
Klaket by Toshi Omagari brings a
fun flavour to the Ruqaa style and
shows how one can be inspired by
calligraphic references without
needing to copy the exact styling.
I also love Mizan by Kristyan Sarkis and am looking forward to when
the whole system will be ready.
And one extra: Graphik Arabic by
Wael Morcos and Khajag Apelian.
Really great typeface and I’m particularly fond of that one!
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In your rebranding design for editorial projects, the meticulous research work at the origin of each individual project is evident and then
relocated in a contemporary key.
How influential do you think typographic trends are, in this process of
"contemporaneity" interpretation?

Francesco Franchi is a journalist
and editor-in-chief of La Repubblica. He graduated from the
Politecnico in Milan with a thesis
on graphic journalism for newspapers, an academic project that
over the years he has transformed into a real profession. He
took his first steps at Leftloft in
the years when the infographics
were starting to spread in Italy
as well. In 2008 he joined Il Sole
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24 Ore as Creative Director of IL.
Intelligent Lifestyle, a magazine
that has won many international
awards for its innovative design.
Since 2016 he has been part of
the editorial team of La Repubblica, which he redesigned twice
in three years. He is a member of
AGI and is the author of books including Designing News and The
Intelligent Lifestyle Magazine.
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I would say that, to me, typography
is mostly the starting point in a project. Take for example the last major
redesign project which I was lucky
enough to be part of, La Repubblica.
This redesign started in 2016 with the
cultural weekly editorial Robinson,
but, right from the start, involved

the whole newspaper and its myriad
of weekly inserts (twice over three
years), and later involved the magazine D and the new products common to the entire Gedi group — both
in their paper and digital versions.
The common factor that united and
gave an identity to all these projects
was the typographic family: the Eugenio font, in all its forms and uses.
Eugenio is the typeface that in 2017,
together with Commercial Type, we
designed specifically for our newspaper. The name is not only a tribute
to the founder, Eugenio Scalfari, but
it is much more. It is the project of

© Rocco Rorandelli

© Portrait: James Mollison
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Last year, on the occasion of the
25th anniversary of the magazine
D, Eugenia was born too. The font
is now the protagonist of the new
feminine editorial, which has become part of the Repubblica family.
Eugenia is Eugenio's calligraphic
cursive. The idea, once again, was to
start from the symbolic character of

the Italian typographic tradition, the
Bodoni, to think of something new.
In fact, Eugenia is a character with a
contemporary design, but that refers
to the serifs of the typeface used
since 1970 by the Parma designer
and publisher Franco Maria Ricci,
first for his series of books Morgana
and then for the art magazine FMR,
published in 1982.
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Because they are the identity elements of an editorial project, those
that visually translate and package
the journalistic content. The perception of objects passes through
the perception of their shape,
which is not the simple configuration of their shell, but the language
that makes them understandable
in our society. The making of a
newspaper is not one that encloses, wraps and protects the content,
but it is a form that originates
from the content itself and from
journalistic ideas, communicating
the identity of that newspaper and
transforming it into a product that
readers will be proud of showing —
as well as other consumers define
themselves through the right accessory they own or wear.

© Stefania Zanetti

It was immediately evident that La
Repubblica was not like the other
newspapers. Everything was different, starting with the graphics,
which used the Bodoni font, characterized by subtle serifs, instead of
the sans used by other newspapers.
The new graphic project, conceived
together with Angelo Rinaldi, started
from there, from those original typefaces, to relaunch and reinterpret
them in an innovative and contemporary way.

117

Strong attention to typography
and extensive use of infographics.
Why this binomial, so characteristic of your editorial production, is
important for you?

© Gianfranco Gallucci

Attention to detail means rigor and
quality, factors that are very important for a newspaper. The graphics
must represent the identity of a newspaper and the graphic design must
make each page and each element
within that page part of a whole. So
that, when you find even a small scrap
of a newspaper page on the ground,
you can immediately understand
which newspaper it belongs to.
Can you name your favorite 10 quality typefaces for editorial design?
1. Eugenio :) (Commercial Type)
2. Guardian Egyptian (Commercial
Type)
3. Publico (Commercial Type)
4. Lyon (Commercial Type)
5. Burgess (Colophon Foundry)
6. Basis (Colophon Foundry)
7. Bradford (Lineto)
8. Sharp Grotesk (Sharp Type)
9. Founders Grotesk (Klim Type)
10. Financier (Klim Type)

© Stefania Zanetti
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a change that started from the very
origins, from that first newspaper
that, since January 14th 1976, has arrived on our newsstands, revolutionizing the way of doing journalism.
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SWAP
CULTURE
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At the meeting point between
the trends presented so far,
there is a blurry area that hosts
the more interesting styles of
contemporary visual culture.
It is the realm of the so-called
edge effect, in which all the
tensions coming from the
visual trends collapse onto one
another and create a hybrid
realm where opposites - truth
and false, past and present,
digital and physical - merge
together.

119

Welcome to the heart of New
Normal: Swap Culture.

SWAP CULTURE

NEW NORMAL

PART 2
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When artificial nostalgia acquires
self-awareness and uses vintage
styles with a post-modern functionalism, past and present merge
into a loop of quotes and appropri-

ELECTRIC REVIVAL
ations. In a world whose memory is
digital, remembrance rewrites the
past, and retro design takes a deep
dive into the uncanny valley.

Our relationship with the design
of the past is not always nostalgic
and mimetic: for some type designers, working on ancient letterforms
is a way to evolve them and find
them a new space in the present.

Designers like James Edmonson
and David Jonathan Ross show us
that the weirdest shapes of the last
century can find new powerful digital incarnations and give meaning
to the projects of the future.
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FAKE PAST
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While the word "identity" is redefining itself to be the representation
of a new, conscious, equitable and
inclusive society, the exchange between purposeful design and fluid
digitalism causes visual culture to
slip out of labels and categories,
and find new meaning in an unex-

WEDGE POWER
Triangular (or "wedge") serifs
exist in an intermediate space
between traditional serifs and sans
serif shapes. Add them to the bold
shapes of Bodoni-like letterforms
to get a high contrast, strong

pected typographic melting pot.
Unexpected unicase letterforms or
typefaces that mix sans with serif
or calligraphic glyphs are no longer
an exception, but rather a new way
to affirm the freedom from old
rules and the need to express the
complexity of our world.

and elegant alternative to the
overused sans serif fonts. A way to
typographically balance the need
for old-fashioned comfort with the
energy and dynamism we need for
our most powerful messages.
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IAL
SPECS
GUE T!

JULIA
KAHL

For many years in Slanted you have
been exploring the sense of place
traveling around the world meeting
designers, dedicating each issue to
a specific city. Can we still speak of
global and local design culture in
the age of the pandemic?

© Portrait: Christian Ernst

www.slanted.de
@slanted_publishers

Julia Kahl (born 1983) studied
Communication Design at the
University of Applied Sciences
Darmstadt before moving to
Karlsruhe in 2007, where she
now lives and works. Together
with Lars Harmsen, she runs the
independent publishing and
media house Slanted Publishers,
which was founded in 2014 and
has received international recognition for its activities such as
Slanted magazine, the Slanted
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blog and various publications
in the field of typography and
design. As a designer, editor
and publisher, she has a great
passion for typography, editorial
design and all things print and
loves connecting with people and
cultures from all over the world.
She teaches in the field of typography/editorial design at various
universities and is regularly part
of international design juries.

NEW NORMAL

SWAP CULTURE

Yes, absolutely, and I even think that
in the long run the pandemic will
lead to even becoming more aware
of a local design culture again.
I think it's essential to distinguish
here between the opportunities for
global access and exchange that
have emerged in recent years and
the prevailing culture and history locally, which is no less important just
because you have the opportunity
to think outside the box. The fact
that for each issue devoted to a particular city we also visit it and meet
on the ground those who significantly shape the cultural landscape
is an essential part of our work and
opens up insights into that very
culture that cannot be found via
the World Wide Web. The Internet
reflects only one facet.
SWAP CULTURE

NEW NORMAL

With design magazines everywhere
switching to digital, Slanted keeps
its soul rooted into the printed version. What motivates you in this
belief of the physical object over the
digital one?
We launched the online platform in
2004 and only published the first
print edition afterwards in 2005. The
reason then, as now, was that typography needs paper to unfold its full
beauty. That with the magazine, we
are countering the blog with a medium that slows down our constant
desire for "higher, faster, further"
and gives the mind the space it
needs to pause and consciously consume. All senses are addressed by
the high-quality produced magazine,
which - unlike many other magazines - is read by several people and
above all archived and not thrown
away. The Slanted magazine is a
collector's item, published only two
times a year. We use our channels
very consciously and are convinced
that a print magazine is not the right
medium to process time-sensitive
PART 2
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130

133

information - it's what our online
channels are for, where we inform
our community on a daily basis.
And the current development of
our publishing house, with one or
two new publications per month,
only confirms our feeling that the
market for print publications with
good, sustainable content and an
outstanding production is rather
getting bigger.
Can you name 10 typefaces created
in 2021 that you see as capturing
the zeitgeist and representing the
way design culture is evolving
today?

– Faust by Bouk Ra [bouk.work/
Typeface-Faust] 134

– Ephidona by Bagerich Typeface
Foundry [bagerich.com/font/display/
ephidona]

– Rack by Jan Charvát / Font Renegade
[renegadefonts.com/xyz] 135

– Arsenica by Francesco Canovaro,
Debora Manetti, Mario De Libero, Andrea
Tartarelli and Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini /
Zetafonts [zetafonts.com/arsenica] 136

134

135

– Rotonto by Marcello Raffo with
Supernulla / Supernulla Creative Studio
[supernulla.com/rotonto] 137

I have the impression that there is
currently a very pronounced trend
in which expressive forms, some of
which are even novel to our eye, are
in the foreground. A few examples
of this:

– Kristal by Eyal Holtzman / Bold
Monday [slanted.de/kristal-type- family] 138
– Lexik by Thomas Hirter / Binnenland
Typefaces [binnenland.ch/typeface/lexik]

– Agne by Reza Rasenda & Riska
Candra Dewi / Bagerich [bagerich.

– LL Heymland by Yevgeniy Anfalov
and Lineto [lineto.com/typefaces/

com/font/deals/agne]

heymland]
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ph. by Nick Fewings
ph. by Tim Mossholder
ph. by Giuseppe Gallo
ph. by Alexander
Krivitskiy
@mymind / Emile
Seguine
ph. by Max Bender
University of
Hertfordshire
Observatory
ph. by Jon Tyson
@billiebodybrand
ph. by Alberto Bobbera
ph. by Ruslan Bardash
ph. by Yana Nikulina
ph. by Mário Rui André
Google search
screencapture
ph. by Nabil Saleh
ph. by Yasin Aribuga
Thomas Lefebvre
img @vackground
ph. by Yasin Aribuga
ph. by Armen Aydinyan
img @visuals
ph. by Lucian Alexe
@Tvbeats
Courtesy of Valentina
Casali
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IMAGE
CREDITS
25. CRACK magazine Exclusive Poster © Alex
Valentina
26. Alè Alè Alè Bum Bum! ©
Happycentro
27. Danser Brut by Marga
Berra Zubieta
28. 36 12 days of type
© Mykolas Saulytis
29. PicNic typeface by
Marielle Nils
30. Greg Roque by Gabe
Ferreira
31. @elliotisacoolguy
32. Lungarno cover by Maria
Chiara Fantini
33. Wilder Fields by One
Design Company,
featuring Voyage by VJ
Type and Pangram Sans
by Pangram Pangram
34. Park Lane identity by
Mother Design
35-36 Courtesy of OFFF!
Barcelona
37. © Lucas Hesse
38. © Brandon Fretwell
39. © John Burgess
40. © Sawdust
41-47. Courtesy of Tina Touli

48. Ninna typeface by Margot
Levéque
49. Rigatoni typeface by
Giulia Boggio
50. Tenebras typeface by
Domenico Barrieto
51. Transylvania by Rèmi
Bordet
52. Rabbit Hole typeface by
Hugmun Studio
53. Gosna typeface by Dae
Huen Lee (Quicknap.zzz)
54. Wired typeface by Nadine
Wetzel
55. ph. by Annie Spratt
56. ph. by Cosmoh Love
57. Courtesy of Valentina
Casali
58. Manicotti typeface by
David Jonathan Ross
59. Credits: Marc Armand
60. Credits: @guerillasuit
61. Little Habits by Fuman
Studio
62. @michelle.cpy
63. La Canette by Une De Mai
64. Poster by Testi Maniifesti
65. Courtesy of Toshi Omagari
66. Courtesy of Tina Touli
67. Credits: Zuzanna Rogatty
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68. Parole Educate by Davide
96.
Pagliardini
97.
69-72. Image Courtesy of Raissa
98.
Pardini
73-77. Image Courtesy of
99.
Valentina Casali
78. ph. by Peter Bond
100.
79. ph. by Liam Burnett
101.
80. Credits: Studio Edgar
Kandratian and Polyform
81. Das Plakat by Fons
102.
Hickmann
82. Week van de Amateurkunsten by Kevin
Brenkman, Bibi Kelder
103.
and Tijn Bakker
104.
83. TT Fellows in use by Alena
105.
Linnask
84. Coco Sharp typeface by
Zetafonts
106-108.
85. ph. by Susan Wilkinson
86. Eastman typeface by
Zetafonts
109.
87-92. Image Courtesy of Bill
Gardner & Logolounge
110-111.
93. TT Ricordi Allegria poster
by Alena Linnask
112-117.
94. TT Travels Next poster by
Alena Linnask
118.
95. ph. by Priscilla Gyamfi
119.
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ph. by Sasha Freemind
Credits: Chaeyeon Park
Hela Ho Revolution
typeface by Rania Azmi
Poster by Testi
Maniifesti
Credits: Pentagram
KOBU™ Foundry’s
Immersive Type Factory
Exhibition
Go for Quality
Exhibition Design
concept by Dina
Issayeva
Courtesy of & Walsh
Robata by Mucho
Across Borders by
Nadine Chahine and
TienMin Liao
Li Beirut by Nadine
Chahine. Courtesy of
Nadine Chahine
Lifta font by Omaima
Dajani
Klaket typeface by
Toshi Omagari
Image Courtesy of
Francesco Franchi
ph. by Vale Zmeykov
ph. by Great Cocktails

120. Credits: JONES KNOWLES
RITCHIE
121. TT Ricordi Marmo
Typeface by Type Type
122. Courtesy of République
Studio
123. Rustique typeface by
David Jonathan Ross
124. Blackest typeface by
Zetafonts
125. Base&Bloom by Naum
Type Foundry
126. Fukt Cover Design by
Ariana Spanier Design
127. Noise magazine by
Jingqi Fang
128. Credits by Buddy Creative
Studio
129-130. Courtesy of Slanted
131. Rack typeface by Jan
Charvát / Renegade Font
132. Faust by Bouk Ra
133. Arsenica Typeface by
Zetafonts
134. Rotonto by Marcello Raffo
135. Kristal Type by Eyal
Holtzman
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Digital Ecstatic
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Malik
Garbata

Hardcore Normcore

05

208
212
216
220

SWISS
GRUNGE

Milligram
Body Grotesque
Etrusco Now
Cairoli

224

226
230
234
238

EASY
BLANDING

Coco Sharp
Eastman
Domotika Pro
Klein

Asgard
Heading Now
Extenda
Thicker

260

262
266
270

ALL TYPES
INCLUSIVE

Codec Pro
Tarif
STADIO
NOW DEVA

Swap Culture
272

276
280
284

288

290
206

ACTIVE
TYPE

294
298
302

ELECTRIC
REVIVAL

Stinger
Stadio Now
Blackest
FAKE
PAST
Cocogoose Pro

MONTERCHI

GEPPETTO
Coco Gothic Pro

306

VARIABLE
IDENTITY

308

Boring Sans
Bakemono
Keratine

312
316

320

322
326
330

WEDGE
POWER
Calvino
Blacker Pro
Marcovaldo

LAN
GUID
SE
RIF

#digitalecstatic
#unreal

#acid

#escape

#experience

#edm

#liquid

#phygital

#technological

#experimentations
#melting

#fluid

#neural
#future

#modernity

#textures

#chromatic

#metaverses

#surrealistic

#newspace

#serif

#evolution

BRUTAL

Swanstone
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Mario De Libero
HIGH
CONTRAST

WEIGHTS
Regular
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

E

FROM CREATION
MODERN
OLDSTYLE
"EVIL SERIF"

Mario De Libero designed Swanstone
while investigating XIX Century Old Style
typefaces. Fonts like Theophile Beaudoire’s
Romana (1860) or Miller & Richard’s
Modernized Old Style, that re-imagined
the classical “Venetian” letterforms
adding flared serifs and early Art Nouveau
influences.
In Italy, one of these fonts was Raffaello
Bertieri’s Raffaello, which De Libero used
as the starting point for his research in a
contemporary retelling of these exuberant
and sexy unsettling letterforms.

THE GODS
EXUBERANT

& SEXILY
UNSETTLING

THE ECSTASY OF

EXTREME
162
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REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

DIVERGENT

Erotique
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Maria Chiara Fantini
Andrea Tartarelli
Solenn Bordeau
WEIGHTS
Monoline
Regular
Medium
Bold
Ornaments
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman)
Alternate (Roman)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
AWARDS

HIGH
CONTRAST

n

under the boreal lights we believe

qui entre
FLUID
COUNTERSPACE

Erotique is an evolution of an original
design by Zetafonts for Lovelace, reinvented with the glitchy & fluid aesthetic
of transmodern typography. The seductive "evil serif" look of the Pheimester-like
Oldstyle letter shapes are made edgier by
the quirky connections and unexpected
calligraphic twirls that marry digital distortions to traditional penmanship.
Sensuous but sharp, Erotique speaks
the language of teasing and unrequited
love — exaggerated and restrained like a
show of Japanese Kinbaku, and beautifully
heartbreaking like a friendzone Valentine.
Designed for display use, this high-contrast serif typeface is ready to take center
stage in projects where a subtle elegance
and an edgy, aggressive touch are required.

BEST
TYPOGRAPHY
OF 2021

If you are a typeface lover, be warned:
Erotique could be your fatal attraction!
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dreamer, but
SALOME PEARLINE

DEPUIS 1862
suit a personality

Seaborn
FREE FROM

A thousand recommendations

HYPNOTIC LOVE

Parisian

BOLD
MONOLINE

BOLD

BOLD

ALT.
MONOLINE

MEDIUM

REGULAR

BOLD

MEDIUM
ALT.
MONOLINE

REGULAR

ALT.
BOLD

Arsenica
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Mario De Libero
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Regular
Medium
Demibold
Bold
Extrabold

HIGH
CONTRAST

DISPLAY
REGULAR
ANTIQUA
LIGHT

G

DISPLAY
MEDIUM

FLAT NIB
INSPIRED
TERMINALS

OLDSTYLE
SLANTED AXIS

DISPLAY
LIGHT
TEXT
LIGHT

VARIANTS
Display (Roman + Italic)
Alternate (Roman)
Antiqua (Roman + Italic)
Text (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

The design of Arsenica takes its inspiration from Italian poster design at the beginning of the last century, a time where
typography, lettering and illustration
where closely interwoven.
Dawning nationalist movements, rather
than using the modernist language,
pushed on traditional Old Style letterforms, often imbued with Art Nouveau
and Deco sensibility. Artists like Giorgio
Muggiani not only illustrated posters for
Cinzano, Pirelli and Rinascente, but also
provided logo design for newspapers, like
"Il Popolo d'Italia".
Arsenica explores these vintage visual
inspirations expanding them in a superfamily of 41 weights, with a full set
of open type features, developed in a
design space that includes display and
text weights.
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ANTIQUA
DEMIBOLD
ANTIQUA
MEDIUM

DISPLAY
LIGHT

ANTIQUA
REGULAR
TEXT
LIGHT

ANTIQUA
LIGHT

TEXT
REGULAR

BE					
ZIER
OR
GAN
IC

#digitalecstatic

#experiment

#norules

#vector

#spaces

#different

#unconventional
#parasitic

#spirit
#curvy

#dynamism

#blobby

#fluid

Sunshine Pro
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Solenn Bordeau
WEIGHTS
Light
Regular
Bold
Heavy

DEEP
INKTRAPS

N

REGULAR

REGULAR

BRACKETED
SERIFS

BOLD

MEDIUM
CONTRAST

HEAVY

BOLD

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

Sunshine Pro was designed by Cosimo
Lorenzo Pancini and Solenn Bordeau
expanding the original Sunshine design
developed by Francesco Canovaro as
part of the Quarantype collection.
Sunshine Pro is an experimental
Clarendon-style font with contrast that
varies along the weight axis: contrast
is reversed in the light weight, minimal
in the regular weight and spikes up in
the bold and heavy weights. A variable
version allows you to explore the full
design space and select your preferred
variant.
Like all the fonts from Quarantype,
Sunshine Pro is completely free for
personal and commercial use, thanks
to the supporters of our Instagram likefunding.

BOLD

when she's gone

BOLD

REGULAR

bras d'Orion

HEAVY

HEAVY
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Sackrace
REGULAR

DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Maria Chiara Fantini
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
WEIGHTS

EXTREME
CONTRAST

Regular

VARIANTS

Normal (Roman)

SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

h

TEAR
SHAPED
TERMINALS

Wonderful

REGULAR

REGULAR

This typeface is based on pushing the
contrast based on the stroke width expansion to a maximum, mixing thin lines with
curvy, bulbous shapes. Tear-shaped stems
bend gracefully and unexpectedly for a
soft, organic look. The design is based on
an original lettering by Maria Chiara Fantini
developed for 36 days of type, that evolved
in a typeface together with Cosimo Lorenzo
Pancini.
Like all the fonts from Quarantype, Sunshine
Pro is completely free for personal and commercial use, thanks to the supporters of our
Instagram like-funding.

REGULAR

POWERFUL

REGULAR

REGULAR
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POSI
TIVE
SHA
PES

#artificialnostalgia
#magic
#soft

#hippy

#escape
#body

#expressivity
#vintage
#curvaceous
#treehugging

#optimism
#positive

#goodoldtimes
#shapes
#distortions

Campfire

DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
MONOLINEAR
COUNTERSPACES

WEIGHTS

Regular

REGULAR

G

BALL
TERMINALS

VARIANTS

REGULAR

REGULAR

Normal (Roman)

SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

Developed by Andrea Tartarelli
starting from his original lettering for
the Quarantype project, Campfire is
a playful high-contrast display font
with curvy shapes and a bubblegum
aesthetic. It supports extended latin
with a uppercase only character set.

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR
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Chillout
REGULAR

DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
EXTRA FAT
WEIGHT

WEIGHTS

Regular

VARIANTS

Normal
(Roman)

SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

Y

FLUID
SHAPES

REGULAR

EXTREME
CONTRAST
REGULAR

REGULAR

This typeface, designed by Francesco
Canovaro for the Quarantype collection,
is a research on monocase letters, with
shapes that retain aspects of both
upper-case and lower-case glyphs. The
extrabold weight and high contrast
make it suitable only for display use.

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR
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Stran
-ger
Types

#artificialnostalgia
#magic
#lettering

#oldtvseries

#escape
#80s

#arcades
#curvilinear

#oldstyle
#vynilrecords
#culture
#exuberant

#vitality

#blockbuster

#revivals

#calligraphy

#atari

#vhs

Bienvenue

Bogart
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
Maria Chiara Fantini
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Semibold
Bold
Extrabold
Black
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Alternate (Roman)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

OLD STYLE
SKELETON

E

Just what is it that makes today's

TEN YEARS AT ROOM 105
MEDIUM
CONTRAST

Bogart is Zetafonts' homage to the iconic
look of low-contrast oldstyle fat faces, like
Cooper Black (Oswald Bruce Cooper, 1922)
and Goudy Heavy Face (Frederic W. Goudy
and Sol Hess, 1925-1932). Originating from
the modern Old Style of Bookman, these
muddy, goopy shapes found their pop culture iconic status, thanks to rub-on transfers and phototypesetting systems of the
1960s and 1970s. Positively bursting with hippie energy and exuberant vitality, they often
included an extensive repertoire of swash
characters, bridging the space between
lettering and typography.
In researching these shapes, we decided
to also include the influence of another
idiosyncratic american Old Style typeface,
Windsor, quoting its slopy shapes and quirky
solutions, expanding the weight range of
Bogart to cover a selection of display light
weights where the muddy shapes of the
heavy weights distill into elegant teardrop
terminals.
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President Lincoln
simple & sweet

MEDIUM

LIGHT
EXTRA
BOLD

THIN
ITALIC

WANTED!

MEDIUM

Invariable

LIGHT

½ cup brown sugar

DER ZWECK

100 Best Nonfiction books

The Double Helix

one giant leap for mankind

BLACK

MEDIUM

BOLD
ALT.
EXTRA
LIGHT

LIGHT

ITALIC

Malik

EXTRA
BOLD

DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Andrea Tartarelli
TAPERED
STEMS

WEIGHTS
Extralight
Light
Book
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy

M

FLAT NIB
CALLIGRAPHY
INSPIRATION

BOLD

REGULAR
ITALIC

MEDIUM
LIGHT
ITALIC

EXTRA
BOLD

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

Taking its name from the Arabic word for
"king", Malik is a flared sans serif typeface
family designed in 2020 by Andrea Tartarelli. The designer wanted to find a way to
bridge the classical letterforms of Roman
Old Style typefaces with the readability of
contemporary sans typefaces.
Malik adds to this blend of classical
elegance and modernist expertise, the
calligraphic influence of the work of
modern masters like Frederic Goudy or Ed
Benguiat, visible in signature details like
the reverse contrast uppercase B, or the
calligraphic lowercase k.
Malik also means "owner", and this font
surely wants to rule the page. It manages
to be extremely readable when used in
body text size, but looks surprising and
expressive in display use.

LIGHT

HEAVY
DISPLAY
ITALIC
BOOK
ITALIC

HEAVY
DISPLAY

ITALIC

BOOK

MEDIUM
ITALIC
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Garbata
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
Sofia Bandini
MEDIUM
CONTRAST

WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Black
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

a

LOVE-KNOTS
poems and rhymes of wooing

SLIGHTLY
SLOPED
SHOULDER

Looking for an approach to sans serif
design that ignores the over-exploited
grotesque and modernist models, Garbata was designed on the skeleton of Old
Style typefaces like Windsor or Cooper,
keeping the quirky sloped shapes of
some letters and adding a flat brush calligraphic sensibility to these shapes.
The result of these different historical
influences is a plain yet distinctive sans
serif typeface, with finely-tuned differences between the medium, text-oriented cuts (with wider tracking and more
regular design) and the more extreme,
display-oriented weights.
This play on subtlety allows Garbata to
be surprising in all uses: humble and
readable when set in body text, it shows
all its elegant, whimsical qualities in logo
design and display use.
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натюрморт

Moorish general in the Venetian army

morning glory
THE BOOK OF KING ARTHUR

REDUCED TICKET

1988-1923

florian
MASTERPIECE

the origin of the city's

EXTRA
LIGHT

LIGHT

MEDIUM

REGULAR

EXTRA
BOLD

REGULAR

BOLD

EXTRA
LIGHT
ITALIC

EXTRA
LIGHT

EXTRA
BOLD

EXTRA
LIGHT

Swi
ss
Gru
nge

#hardcorenormcore
#spirit
#neutral
#swiss
#logoready

#minimal
#lessismore
#geometry
#grids

#modernism
#normality
#glitchy
#noise

Modern

Milligram
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Text (Roman + Italic)
Macro (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

G

design story

A GROTESQUE
SANS SERIF
WITH A
DISPLAY
ATTITUDE

Milligram is a Zetafonts' homage to the
grotesque sans tradition, resulting from
a long research in historical typefaces
and personal memories, in search of the
Akzidenz Grotesk that never was.
Milligram's main family, developed in
seven weights, is display oriented, with
tight spacing and a very high x-height,
allowing for a very compact typesetting
and an effective usage of space for
titling, headings and logos.
A "text-friendly" subfamily offers
a slightly wider set of proportions, open
counterspace and looser spacing.
On the other side of the spectrum is the
“super-display” Milligram Macro subfamily, featuring ultra tight spacing and a design that is optimized for giving the best
effect in logo and big size titling uses.
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timeless mood

axyoms

idiosincratic

As invisible as possible

tight letterspacing

postmodern

abstract amalgam

counterintuitive

MACRO
THIN

MACRO
REGULAR

LIGHT
ITALIC

MACRO
BOLD

MEDIUM

THIN
ITALIC

MACRO
LIGHT

MACRO
EXTRA
BOLD

BOLD

LIGHT
ITALIC

Ice staffer

Body Grotesque

Queer Ruffles Vs Giant Crystals
DESIGNED IN 2018 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Light
Regular
Bold
Extrabold
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Slim (Roman + Italic)
Fit (Roman + Italic)
Large (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

C

DIAGONAL
CUTS ON
TERMINALS
LOW CONTRAST
SANS SERIF DESIGN

Conceived as a contemporary alternative
to modernist superfamilies like Univers or
Helvetica, Body Grotesque maximizes text
readability while providing designers with
a wide range of options.
Inspired by early 20th century type specimens, Body Grotesque incorporates little
imperfections and quirks to the sans serif
modernist skeleton.
The curves are slightly more calligraphic
and a slight inverse contrast is applied to
the bold weights, giving Body Grotesque a
subtle vintage appearance.

COCHISE

Benedettino
помните, что ваше тело - храм

fragilissimo

Artefact
The great do seek the small

PERVERSE

VALENTINE
SHOWING A FOREIGN TERRITORY FORTIFIED
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FIT
EXTRA
BOLD
ITALIC

SLIM
LIGHT

BOLD

LARGE
REGULAR
SLIM
LIGHT
ITALIC

FIT
BOLD

FIT
EXTRA
BOLD
SLIM
EXTRA
BOLD
ITALIC

FIT
LIGHT

SLIM
BOLD
ITALIC

Etrusco Now
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Mario De Libero
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Black
McLuhan
VARIANTS
Compressed (Roman + Italic)
Condensed (Roman + Italic)
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Classic (Roman)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

LOW
CONTRAST

NOW
COND.
BLACK

R

NOW
THIN

EARLY
GROTESQUE
PROPORTIONS

When designing the new incarnation of
Nebiolo's Etrusco, the Italiantype team
directed by Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini and
Mario de Libero decided to extend the
original weight and width range to keep
its "superfamily" approach.
Etrusco Now includes many nods and
homages to other vintage classics of
Nebiolo. The lighter weights of the normal width were heavily influenced by the
modernist look of Recta, while the heavy
condensed and compressed widths refer
to the black vertical texture of Aldo Novarese's Metropol.
This infuses the typeface with a slightly
vintage mood, making Etrusco warmly
familiar and, at the same time, unexpected to eyes accustomed to the formal and
cold look of late modernist grotesques
like Helvetica.
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NOW
COMP.
THIN
NOW
MEDIUM

NOW
THIN
NOW
COND.
THIN

NOW
MEDIUM

NOW
COMP.
LIGHT
NOW
HEAVY
ITALIC

NOW
COMP.
HEAVY

CAIROLIFAMILY
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Mario De Libero
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Black
Heavy
VARIANTS
Now Condensed (Roman + Italic)
Now (Roman + Italic)
Now Extendend
(Roman + Italic)
Classic Condensed (Roman + Italic)
Classic (Roman + Italic)
Classic Extended
(Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

NOW
COND.
BOLD

C

NOW
EXTENDED
ITALIC
CLASSIC
EXT.
THIN
OPEN
COUNTERSPACES
LOW-CONTRAST
MONOLINEAR
SHAPES
ON GEOMETRIC
SKELETON

In 2020 the Italiantype team directed by
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini and Mario De
Libero decided to produce a revival of
Cairoli, extending the original weight and
width range, developing both a faithful
Classic version and a Now variant.
The Cairoli Classic family keeps the original, display-oriented, low x-height range,
normalizing the design while keeping the
original peculiarities like the hook cuts in
curved letters, the high-waisted uppercase
R and the squared ovals of the letterforms.
Cairoli Now is developed with an higher
x-height, more suited for text and digital
use. The Now version adds to the original
design deeper inktraps and round punctuation, while slightly correcting the curves
for a more contemporary look.
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CLASSIC
COND.
BOLD
CLASSIC
EXT.
THIN
CLASSIC
EXT.
LIGHT
CLASSIC
EXT.
HEAVY

CLASSIC
COND.
LIGHT

NOW
EXTENDED
THIN

NOW
COND.
MEDIUM
CLASSIC
EXT.
LIGHT

NOW
COND.
THIN

Find the grunge difference

Easy
Blan
-ding

#hardcorenormcore
#classic

#genderless

#logoready

#versatile

#proportions
#bland

#comfortable

#branding

#neutral

#default
#editorial

Fashion brands

COCO SHARP

When photographer Thomas J.
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Extralight
Light
Regular
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy

dddd
VARIABLE
X-HEIGHT

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek
AWARD

GEOMETRIC
CONSTRUCTION

Coco Sharp is the newest evolution of the
Coco typographic project, that has been
developed since 2013 by Cosimo Lorenzo
Pancini. Inspired by the classy aesthetic of
fashion icon Coco Chanel, Coco is drawn
on a classic geometric sans skeleton but
applies humanist proportions and visual
corrections to key letters with the aim of
creating a warmer, subtly vintage texture on
the page and on the screen.
Coco Sharp drops the rounded corners
of its previous incarnations (Coco Gothic
and Cocogoose). This gives the typeface a
sharper definition for text usage along with
its existing display and logo capabilities.

BEST
OF 2021

NEW FONTS

The other peculiarity of Coco Sharp lies in
the wide choice of x-heights given to the
user, both by providing a variable version
and five graded sub-families, that allow
designers to finely control text readability
and space usage.
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One kiss is all it takes

OPEN BOUTIQUE

SMART
Look that outfit!
UNFORTUNATELY

Porter has been touted

having to speak
They are magpies

Positive

S BOLD

S LIGTH

S HEAVY
L
EXTRA
LIGHT
ITALIC

S BOLD

R
EXTRA
LIGHT

XS BOLD
S
EXTRA
BOLD

R LIGHT
ITALIC

XL
LIGHT

R
HEAVY

Creativity

Eastman
Superfamily
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
Solenn Bordeau
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular Offset
Regular
Medium
Demibold
Bold
Extrabold
Black
Heavy

t

VOORSTELLEN
LOW
CONTRAST

Eastman was conceived as a geometric
sans workhorse family developed for
maximum versatility both in display and
text use.

VARIANTS
Compressed (Roman + Italic + Alt + Italic)
Condensed (Roman + Italic + Alt
+ Italic)
Grotesque (Roman + Italic
+ Alt + Italic)
Normal (Roman + Italic
+ Alt + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

232

HUMANIST
SANS
SKELETON

Max Brooks, american writer

PART 3

While Eastman Compressed and Eastman Condensed behave as space-saving condensed families, Eastman Grotesque adapts the family design style
to humanist proportions. Eastman was
developed as a highly reliable tool for
problem solving in design.
The most impressive feature of all
Eastman fonts remains the huge choice
of alternate characters and stylistic
sets that allows you to choose unique,
logo-ready variant letter shapes.

ZETAFONTS TYPE LOOKBOOK

Make it simple
things that go up must eventually

Herzog & de Meuron

8,6 MILLIONEN
enjoy crisp & powerful sounds

exposition
Mikhailovich Dostoevsky

What's New?

Οι πολεμιστές

ROMAN
EXTRA
BOLD
GROT.
ITALIC

COND.
REGULAR

ROMAN
BLACK
COND.
LIGHT
ITALIC

GROT.
BOLD

COMP.
BLACK
COND.
REGULAR

ROMAN
ALT BOLD
ROMAN
MEDIUM
ITALIC

ROMAN
HEAVY

COND.
LIGHT

Domotika Pro
DESIGNED IN 2018 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Heavy
Black

HUMANIST
DUCTUS

SAY HI TO ARCHISTARS

m

OPEN
COUNTERSPACES

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

Following the motto of Mies Van Der Roe
and Gustave Flaubert ("God is in the
details"), Domotika takes inspiration from
architectural practices, with pragmatic
attention to functionality, without forgetting aesthetics.
It features a highly readable humanistic
sans serif design, with low contrast, open
counterforms and subtle calligraphic
curves.
In 2021 a pro version was released, featuring over five hundred additional glyphs
and extending the language coverage as
well as the range of OpenType features.

Innovationen

übergröße

HEAVY
ITALIC

THIN
ITALIC

BLACK
ITALIC

MEDIUM
ITALIC

Hazelnut Hue

Forschung & Wissenschaft

SMART THERMOSTAT

Meltdown
Peter Eisenman

THIN
ITALIC

BLACK

EXTRA
LIGHT

EXTRA
LIGHT
ITALIC

ITALIC

HEAVY

Building Automation
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MEDIUM
ITALIC

Klein

Ökosystem

DESIGNED IN 2019 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Book
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Black
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Text (Roman + Italic)
Condensed (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

S

OPEN
COUNTERSPACES
LOW-CONTRAST
MONOLINEAR SHAPES
ON GEOMETRIC SKELETON

Originating as a dialogue with Paul Renner's
iconic letterforms and proportions, Klein
finds a balance to its modernist shapes
by using slightly more humanist solutions,
with design details evoking the softness of
humanist sans serifs like Gill Sans.
The original display-oriented family, developed in nine weights with matching italics
(from the hairline thin to the sturdy black),
has been paired with a text version (with
slightly higher x-height, better readability
and maximum legibility at small point size)
and with a condensed version, intended for
space-saving needs in editorial and advertising formats.
The name of the typeface is both a reference to its humble functionality and an
homage to the French nouveau realist artist
Yves Klein.
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Mécanique corporelle

BOLD

Äthlétisme

EXTRA
BOLD

BLUE PLANET

Skýringarmynd
Soulsystem

Einfache Wissenschaft

Effektivitet

Hälsa Vård
CO2 EMISSION

COND.
LIGHT

TEXT
THIN
ITALIC

COND.
REGULAR

TEXT
THIN
ITALIC

COND.
LIGHT

BLACK
ITALIC

THIN

COND.
EXTRA
BOLD

AC
TI «
VE
»TY
PE

#boldpurpose
#together

#awareness
#hope

#fight

#truth

#titles

#energy

#powerful
#voice
#strong

#cinematic

#protagonist

#manifesto

#provocative

LEGEND

Asgard
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
Mario De Libero
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Fat

M

inside the film
BACKSLANT
WEIGHTS

LOW CONTRAST
SKELETON, HIGH
CONTRAST DETAILS

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic
+ Backslant)
Fit (Roman + Italic
+ Backslant)
Wide (Roman + Italic
+ Backslant)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

This typeface was built around a humanist geometric sans skeleton, to make the
letters feel solid and powerful while using
wood-type inspired solutions to solve density through high contrast details.
The typeface name was chosen as an homage to the mythical homeland of the Norse
Gods, evoking a land of fierce warriors,
power and strength - but also of divine,
delicate beauty. The three variation axes
(width, weight, slant) are also all accessible
in a variable font version that is included
with the whole family.
Dynamic and expressive, Asgard is a
super-family that manages to look brutal
and refined at the same time, quoting the
vernacular feel of letterpress print while
expressing the contemporary zeitgeist.

CONFIDENCE
It's easy to forget
EQUALITY

the sound

DIGITAL

Absolute Refusal

inspiration
contribution of diversity
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NORMAL
BOLD

FIT LIGHT
ITALIC
NORMAL
EXTRA
BOLD
BACK
SLANT

NORMAL
REGULAR

NORMAL
WIDE
BOLD

WIDE
LIGHT
ITALIC

FIT
EXTRA
BOLD

NORMAL
REGULAR

NORMAL
FAT
NORMAL
EXTRA
BOLD
BACK
SLANT

Heading Now
26 BOLD

DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
Mario De Libero
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Book
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy

hh

STRONG
VERTICAL RHYTHM

48 HEAVY
ITALIC

CONDENSED WIDTH
AND TALL X-HEIGHT
FOR BETTER LEGIBILITY
56 BOLD

VARIANTS
Width 01-08
Width 11-18
Width 21-28
Width 31-38
Width 41-48
Width 51-58
Width 61-68
Width 71-78
Width 81-88
Width 91-98
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek
AWARD

Born as a space-optimizing typeface for
headers and titles, Heading Now can be
used in its compressed widths to manage space on the printed page and on
the screen. In these widths Heading Now
excels in titles and subheadings, timetables, infographics and in situations of
excessive copywriting.
On the other side of the width spectrum,
you can find extended width variants,
to be used for titling where style and
energy matter more than pixel or paper
economy.
Built around 10 different widths, ranging
from ultra-compressed to ultra-wide, and
eight weights from thin to heavy, Heading Now provides a full spectrum of sans
serif type solutions to design problems.

37
EXTRA
BOLD

95
MEDIUM

82 LIGHT

85
MEDIUM
ITALIC

BEST
OF 2021

NEW FONTS
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Forschung & Wissenschaft

Extenda
DESIGNED IN 2019 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
WEIGHTS

10 Pica
15 Nano
20 Micro
30 Deca
40 Hecto
50 Mega
60 Giga
70 Tera
80 Peta
90 Exa
100 Yotta
Extendable

SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

EXTREME
WEIGHT
RANGE

GG
MINIMAL
COUNTERS

Extenda was created by Francesco Canovaro to provide designers with a powerful
and flexible tool to create strong headlines,
with both tight spacing and maximum
space coverage.
Rather than offering a family of weights,
Extenda gives you a fine-grained range of
widths to choose from, providing always
maximum glyph density.
This eleven-weight family is complemented
by the Extendable special weight. Thanks
to OpenType scripts Extendable creates
a dynamic, scalable typeface where each
letter becomes tighter or wider than the
previous one.

НИКОЛАЙ ДМИТРИЕВИЧ НЕДОВИЧ
SMART THERMOSTAT

Macaroni Meltdown

DESTINY OF WOMANKIND

Die übergröße

SPRING SUMMER COLLECTION COMING SOON NEXT MONDAY

Affollatissimo

HEAVEN CAL S UPON US QUIETLY, AS IN MURMURS

NUTSHELL
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30 DECA

30 DECA

90 EXA

30 DECA

70 TERA

80 PETA

15 NANO

40 HECTO

10 PICA

100 YOTTA

THICKER

EXTRA
BOLD

SEMIBOLD
UPRIGHT

DESIGNED IN 2019 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Semibold
Bold
Extrabold
Black
Extrablack
Inline
Destroy

CCC
HUMANIST
SKELETON

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Upright
Slanted
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

VARIANT
ITALICS

A geometric sans typeface on steroids,
Thicker was first designed in the muscular
extrablack weight, with an aesthetic similar to the high-power dynamic typefaces
used in sports communication. Then,
it was further developed in the lighter
weights, where the shapes show the inspiration of Alessandro Butti's Microgramma.
Sports typography usually uses italics to
add dynamism and impact, and Thicker
complies with this by offering a choice of
three alternate italic forms with different
slants, made even more customizable by
the inclusion of a variable font version.

EXTRA
BLACK
EXTRA
LIGHT
SLANTED

BLACK

THIN
EXTRA
LIGHT
SLANTED

BOLD

BOLD

LIGHT

EXTRA
BLACK
ITALIC

SEMIBOLD
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ALL όλα
TYPES
أنواع
				INCLUSI
VE

#boldpurpose
#community

#explore
#inclusive

#multicultural

#coexistence

#globalization

#multiscript

#worldwide

#language

Brown Foxes

CODEC PRO
DESIGNED IN 2017 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
News
Regular
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy
Ultra
Ultrablack
Fat

SHORT ASCENDERS
AND DESCENDERS

MINIMAL
OPTICAL
CORRECTIONS

d

Codec Pro is a complete collection of variations on the theme of geometric sans-serif
design. It was developed in a wide range
of weights, from a hairline thin to a bulky
fat. The extended character set includes
not only latin, but cyrillic, greek and arabic
scripts.

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek
Arabic

The open type features allow for the
fine-tuning of the design mood: from the
emphasized geometry and closed cuts of
the standard set (Codec Cold) to the open
diagonal cuts and humanist shapes of
Stylistic Set 03 (Codec Warm) that give a
gentler, warmer touch to the typeface.
Additional features allow for creative display
use: Stylistic Set 04 livens up with funky
ligatures, while Stylistic Set 05 stretches
uppercase characters horizontally for a
dynamic, unexpected effect.
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RANDOMIZED
Gigantic Cages

VERNISSAGE
DEFINITIVE

BASICALLY FREEZING

SUPERGIRL

GOTHIC LOLITAS

Maxim Straße

Cooler

Правда глаза колет

أنا أحب الهندسة

LIGHT

BOLD
ITALIC

EXTRA
BOLD

THIN

FAT
SET 04
REGULAR

SET 05
NEWS

HEAVY

BOLD

ULTRA
HEAVY
ITALIC

FAT

Kingdoms

Tarif
DESIGNED IN 2019 BY
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Extralight
Light
Book
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold

TAPERED
STEMS
THICK
SLAB
SERIFS

VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Arabic
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Arabic

h

Corporación Cultural Matucana
EXPRESSIVE
CURVES

Tarif is a type family inspired by the multicultural utopia of Convivencia, the peaceful coexistence of Muslims, Christians and
Jews in 10th century Andalusia. With its
wide script coverage Tarif honors the age
that brought to Europe the classics of
Greek philosophy and of Muslim culture
and aesthetics.
Buoyant and reliable, Tarif is a slab serif
typeface with a humanist skeleton and
inverted contrast, subtly mixing Latin zest,
calligraphic details, extreme inktraps, and
postmodern unorthodox reinvention of
traditional grotesque letter shapes.

oligominerale

مضيق جبل طارق
¡LOS ZAPADORES!

Parque Santa Monica

rybołówstwo
Las Margaritas
الديمقراطيات الحديثة

Maria Rosa Menocal

“Real Academia Española”

تعدد الثقافات
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BOLD
EXTRA
LIGHT
ITALIC

LIGHT
ITALIC

REGULAR

EXTRA
BOLD

ITALIC

EXTRA
BOLD

BOOK

LIGHT

BOLD
ITALIC

BOOK

EXTRA
BOLD

STADIO
NOW DEVA

MEDIUM

EXTRA
BOLD

DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
Shrishti Vajpai
WEIGHTS
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Devanagari Script

HEAVY
SHIROREKHA
REVERSE
CONTRAST
PROPORTIONS

Stadio Deva is a script extension to the
Stadio Now revival by Cosimo Lorenzo
Pancini and Andrea Tartarelli, published in
2020 on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the birth of the Italian type designer Aldo Novarese. Designed by Shrishti
Vajpai, Stadio Deva translates the original
inverted contrast humanistic design into
devanagari forms.
The typeface explores a space that ranges
from simpler, contemporary shapes in the
lighter weights to more stylised and expressive shapes in the bolder weights. This
pushes the devanagari letters to highly
distinctive reverse contrast proportions
that feature a rather heavy ‘headline’ or
‘shirorekha’ which becomes a dominant
feature of the typeface.

LIGHT

BOLD+
MEDIUM

BOLD

LIGHT

EXTRA
BOLD

LIGHT

EXTRA
BOLD

MEDIUM
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Elec
tric
Re
*
vival

#swapculture

#design

#exuberance

#futuristic

#unexpected

#asymmetry

#digital

#nostalgia

#contemporary

#revival

#experimental

Stinger
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
Maria Chiara Fantini
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Regular
Bold
Heavy

a

REVERSE
CONTRAST

DEEP
INKTRAPS

VARIANTS
Slim (Roman + Italic)
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Fit (Roman + Italic)
Wide (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Arabic
AWARDS

Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini designed Stinger,
to marry the reverse contrast "Italian" tradition to the wide design space of modernist grotesques like Univers, developing a
super-family with four widths, each in five
different weights.
In the crowded panorama of contemporary
grotesque typefaces, all aiming towards
achieving a stark geometric perfection,
Stinger stands out with its bold choices
and strong personality.
From the calligraphy-inspired terminals in
the thin weights to the logo-ready sculptural approach in the heavy weights, each
Stinger variant enjoys the playful tradition
of modern reverse-contrast classics initiated by Excoffon and Novarese.

TYPOGRAPHY
AWARD 2021

278
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TERMINALS
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Ungifted strings
Loathful judgments
Gasthof äußerung
WRATHFUL PROFIT
Lørdags gyðingar
juxtaposing
The Doghole Knights
Hedgehogs next 18km
«defunct beaufort»

Kraftig Lufthavn

DEMOSTRATOR
Game design

WIDE
THIN

SLIM
HEAVY

REGULAR

SLIM
HEAVY

FIT LIGHT

WIDE
HEAVY

THIN

SLIM
BOLD

FIT
ITALIC

HEAVY
ITALIC

LIGHT
ITALIC

HEAVY
ITALIC

STADIO NOW

TEXT
BOLD
TEXT
ITALIC

REVIVAL IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Sottile
Monoline
Light
Novarese
Poster
Banner
Nero
Weirdo
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Display (Roman + Italic)
Text (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Arabic
Devanagari Script

BOLD
WEIGHT

K

NERO
REVERSE
CONTRAST
CALLIGRAPHY
INSPIRED
LEG

Stadio Now is the revival of an original
design by Aldo Novarese for dry transfer
brand R41, published in 1974.
The original typeface is an extra bold
grotesque sans serif that is notable for
its reverse contrast, with the horizontal
lines being thicker than the vertical. This
style, historically called “Italian”, results
in a dramatic effect, in which the letters
look slightly odd.
Published in 2020 on the occasion of Novarese’s 100th birth anniversary, Stadio
Now expands the original design into a
multi-weight versatile family, with text
and display variants and a variable version to fully explore its reverse contrast
design space.

POSTER

MONO
LINEA

TEXT
BOLD

TEXT
ITALIC

DISPLAY
BOLD

TEXT

NERO
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Blackest

The Vestalis Maxima
nymphidius sabinus

DESIGNED IN 2018 BY
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
THIN
STEMS

WEIGHTS
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy
VARIANTS
Display
Text
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

f

REVERSE
CONTRAST
CURVES

WEDGE
SERIFS

Blackest is a reverse contrast wedge serif
type family, created to bring the proportions
of our Blacker typeface into the realm of the
so-called "Italian" or reverse contrast typefaces, while preserving its classical skeleton
and its wedge serif design.
With its exuberance and six weights of
eye-catching proportions, Blackest is perfect for display use: editorial and magazine
design, poster and logo design.
For text use a special sub-family in two
weights was developed, featuring a reduced
contrast. and looser spacing.

Matricide

El xe sta el quinto
DE NOMBREUX CITOYENS

Romulus

the king is born in Rome

LLAMARLA DEL EXILIO

iconoclast
The classical skeleton and sharp edges

AIRHEAD

Kochanka Nerona
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EXTRA
BOLD

REGULAR

HEAVY

REGULAR

TEXT
REGULAR

TEXT
BOLD

MEDIUM

HEAVY

HEAVY
TEXT
REGULAR

BOLD

MEDIUM

FAKE
PAST

#swapculture
#classics
#past

#classicity
#value

#vision

#vintage
#time

#evoke

#memories

#revival

#combination

GEPPETTO
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
WEIGHTS

True
Small Lie
Medium Lie
Big Lie
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
SELECTED FOR
ARTICLE

TYPE TUESDAY
SELECTION

GE

TUSCAN SERIFS
CREATE INTRICATE
COUNTERSPACES
DESIGN DERIVED
FROM ANTIQUE
WOOD TYPE

The project of Geppetto started as a revival of a condensed Tuscan typeface family
appearing in the 1903 Tubbs Wood Type catalog. The design, probably derived from an
1859 typeface by William Hamilton Page, was
used by Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini as a basic
frame on which to build a variable typeface
expanding the design space on a width axis.
Named after the character in Carlo Collodi’s
notorious fibster Pinocchio, Geppetto is at
the same time a love letter to wood type letterforms, and an exploration of the concept
of "authenticity" in a typeface revival.
What is kept and what is lost in the process
of making wood shapes digital? And which
of the two is a true typeface, making the
other a mere ghost?
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FAKE
NEWS
NEWSGROUPS

FILTER

INSTAGRAM VS REALITY
PHONEY
THE TRUTH IS WRONG

FALSE

SMALL
LIE

MEDIUM
LIE

BIG LIE

TRUE

BIG LIE

SMALL
LIE

BIG LIE

COCOGOOSE PRO
DESIGNED IN 2014-2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
ROUNDED
GEOMETRIC
SANS
SHAPES

WEIGHTS
Thin
Ultralight
Light
Semilight
Regular
Darkmode
Bold
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Narrow (Roman + Italic)
Condensed (Roman + Italic)
Compressed (Roman + Italic)

Classic (Roman + Italic)
Letterpress
Inline
Outlined

SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

Gi

OUTLINED

SEMILIGHT

SQUARE
DOTS
TALL
HEIGHT
FOR
LOWERCASE
LETTERS

Cocogoose Pro is a variant family of the
Coco typographic project, that has been
developed since 2013 by Cosimo Lorenzo
Pancini. Cocogoose is drawn on a classic
geometric sans skeleton but applies slightly rounded corners, wider proportions, and
visual corrections to key letters with the
aim to create a warmer, subtle vintage texture on the page and on the screen.
Featuring a very large x-height and a very
bold regular weight, Cocogoose is a display
oriented fonts that also works in text, due
to the wide range of widths (Normal, Narrow, Condensed and Compressed) and the
inclusion of optical size subfamilies.

ULTRA
LIGHT

LETTER
PRESS
ULTRA
LIGHT

THIN

REGULAR+
BLOCK
SHADOW

THIN

REGULAR

COMP.
BOLD
COND.
LETTERPRESS

NARROW
THIN
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MONTERCHI
DESIGNED IN 2019 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Francesco Canovaro
Andrea Tartarelli
Maria Chiara Fantini
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Book
Regular
Bold
Extrabold
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Sans (Roman + Italic)
Serif (Roman + Italic)
Text (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek
AWARDS:

CLASSICAL ROMAN
CAPITAL DESIGN

OVER
ONE HUNDRED
LIGATURES

In 1459, while visiting his dying mother, Italian
painter Piero della Francesca spent seven
days creating a fresco of a pregnant Madonna in a small country church in the hilltown
of Monterchi (Italy), hailed today as one of
the masterpieces of Italian Renaissance. In
2019 the fresco's museum was given a new
branding by art director Riccardo Falcinelli
who asked Zetafonts' team to develop a custom font for the project.
The resulting typeface system was created
by Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini by enhancing an
original design by Francesco Canovaro.
Monterchi is a modern ode to the beauty of
classical Roman letterforms, as it pairs elegant alternates and quirky ligatures with an
array of variant sub-families (text, sans-serif
and a serif).

TYPOGRAPHY
AWARD 2020
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ROmanique
Renaissance Art
FASHION
REAL MUSEUMS ARE PLACES WHERE TIME IS TRANSFORMED INTO SPACE
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IMPERIAL LUXURY

EARLY MODERN AGE

NICODEMO

Beauty Perfume

Historical Artefact
STONE SCULPTURES

Italian MUSEUMS SECURE LEONARDO DA VINCI WORKS

TIMELESS LOOK

LIGHT

BOLD

SERIF
LIGHT

SERIF
BOLD

SANS
THIN

TEXT
BOLD

SERIF
THIN

LIGHT

SANS
THIN

REGULAR
LIGHT

TEXT
THIN
ITALIC

Fashion

Coco Gothic Pro

DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
WEIGHTS
Ultralight
Light
Darkmode
Regular
Bold
Heavy
Fat
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman + Italic)
Alternate (Roman + Italic)
Display (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

GEOMETRIC
CONSTRUCTION

C

ROUNDED
CORNERS

Inspired by a biography of Coco Chanel
and trying to capture the quintessential
mood and elegance of classical fashion,
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini designed Coco
Gothic trying to achieve the effect that the
first geometric sans typefaces (like Futura,
Kabel or the italian eponyms like Semplicità) had when printed on paper.
Those crisp modernist shapes acquired
in printing charm and warmth through a
slight rounding of the corners. That same
effect is translated digitally in the design
of Coco Gothic.

AWARD
BEST
OF 2021

NEW FONTS

This signature touch is enhanced by the
inclusion of light humanist details in the
proportions of the letters, resulting in the
unique mix that makes Coco Gothic one
of our best sellers, with a look that is both
contemporary and vintage.
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GENERATION

Dress shabbily
SOCIAL MEDIA
Credibility is a key

Milan Fashion Week

project positive

COMPANY'S

awareness
CLOTHIN TRADE SHOW

NORMAL
ULTRA
LIGHT

DISPLAY
FAT

ALT.
LIGHT

DISPLAY
FAT

NORMAL
DARK
MODE

DISPLAY
FAT
DISPLAY
ULTRA
LIGHT
ITALIC

DISPLAY
HEAVY

ALT.
LIGHT

NORMAL
FAT

#swapculture
#explore

#variations
#impact

#emotional

#dynamic

#proportions

#breakup

#strong

#moody

BIGGER

Boring Sans
DESIGNED IN 2020 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
WEIGHTS
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Heavy

SANS
SERIF
SKELETON

RR

DE NOMBREUX CITOYENS
EXTREME
INKTRAPS

BRUTALIST DESIGN
APPROACH

VARIANTS
Boring Sans A
Boring Sans B
Boring Sans C
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

Boring Sans, designed by Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini, is a grotesque sans serif
super-family with a weirdness axis, starting from a neutral set of proportions and
evolving into a highly contrasted and
dynamic treatment.
The basic "A" subfamily, developed in five
weights plus italics, behaves like a solid
workhorse sans serif, with finely tuned proportions for optimal readability and minimal emotional impact. The "B" subfamily,
developed in the same ten weights, shows
a more contemporary "brutal" approach,
with slanted lines, deep inktraps and stronger contrast. All these features are brought
to the extreme in the ten weights of the "C"
subfamily, each letter a bombastic show of
exuberant weirdness.
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Nymphidius?

Geospatial Analytics

CALLIGRAPH

HEAVY B

LIGHT B

LIGHT C

REGULAR
A

ANONYMOUS

MEDIUM C

funny characters

HEAVY C

Holographic Colors

EL XE STA EL QUINTO

Grossen Kunstschätzen

EXCESS OR DIE

Abecedarian!

LIGHT A

REGULAR
B

HEAVY A

LIGHT A

HEAVY C

LIGHT B

Bakemono

Knowledge
let us simply state

DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Francesco Canovaro
CONSTANT
WIDTH IN BOTH
MONOSPACE
& PROPORTIONAL
FAMILIES

WEIGHTS
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
VARIANTS
Mono (Roman)
Stereo (Roman)
Text (Roman)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

Bakemono was created to explore the
design space around the duality of fixed/
proportional width. The aim was to explore
the concept of monowidth design (monospaced typefaces), that can bring flexibility
and ease of use also to proportional type
- allowing you to change the weight of a
word without losing the text alignment.
The name of the typeface comes from the
Japanese shape-shifting Yōkai, that could
change their form freely between human
and animal, aptly describing the metamorphic nature of this wide superfamily, that
comes in proportional, monospace and
intermediate subfamilies.

continent

Hearn was born on

Japanized
eagerness
There was a falconer and hunter

by dawn the storm was over

Minokichi
Province of Mutsu

arguments
Musashi Province
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STEREO
MEDIUM

TEXT
LIGHT

MONO
BOLD
TEXT
EXTRA
LIGHT

MONO
LIGHT
TEXT
EXTRA
LIGHT

MONO
BOLD

TEXT
LIGHT

STEREO
EXTRA
LIGHT
STEREO
BOLD

STEREO
THIN

TEXT
EXTRA
BOLD

Humanistic

Keratine
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
WEIGHTS
Thin
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy
Black
VARIANTS
Normal (Roman+Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin

CALLIGRAPHIC
CURVES MEET
BRUTALISM

k

The "old style" letterforms, that we now accept as the historical standard for printing
Latin alphabets, were developed in Italy at
the end of the XV century. Deriving from
Roman capitals and from italic handwriting, they soon replaced the blackletter
letterforms that were used only a few
decades before by the first moveable type
printers like Gutenberg.
Keratine exists in a space between these
two traditions, mixing the proportions of
humanistic typefaces with the strong slabs
and fractured handwriting of blackletter
calligraphy. It explores the impossible territory between antiqua and blackletter, not
as a mere historical research, but rather
as a way to re-discover and empower an
unexpected and contemporary dynamism
- resonating with today’s digital & brutalist
typographic taste.
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Digital Dark Ages

HAND-CARVED

Player 1

BRUTAL
GAME OVER

contemporary
BLACKLETTER

Ready Player

BOLD

LIGHT

HEAVY

ITALIC

MEDIUM

REGULAR

BLACK

BOLD
ITALIC

REGULAR

WeDGe
PoWeR

#swapculture
#titling

#versality

#molteplicity
#legible

#personality
#impact
#elegant

#modern

Calvino
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Andrea Tartarelli
CALLIGRAPHIC
INSPIRED
TERMINALS

WEIGHTS
Monoline
Thin
Extralight
Light
Regular
Semibold
Bold
Extrabold
Black

a

HIGH
CONTRAST

VARIANTS
Base (Roman + Italic)
Grande (Roman + Italic)
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

Calvino is a literary typeface, a typographic
translation of the principles expressed by
the Italian writer Italo Calvino in his masterpiece Six memos for the next millenium.
Exactitude and Visibility are expressed by
referring to sixteen century garalde typography and its controlled, highly legible
letterforms. To balance this formal rigour,
Lightness and Quickness were added
by letting the design be inspired by the
calligraphic hand, following the lesson of
Gudrun Zapf.
The idea of Multiplicity was kept central,
developing Calvino in a range of weights
encompassing both display and text use
cases, and then further expanding the
design space with the inclusion of a display
sub-family, Calvino Grande.
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Quincy
Melancholy is sadness

GLEM N°66

the language of the body

exactitute

Elegance is elimination

MILLENNIUM

women's issue
The Baron in the Trees

LIGHTNESS

GRANDE
BOLD

BASE
THIN
ITALIC

GRANDE
REGULAR
GRANDE
REGULAR

BASE
EXTRA
LIGHT
ITALIC

GRANDE
LIGHT

BASE
EXTRA
LIGHT

GRANDE
ITALIC

BASE
BOOK

GRANDE
SEMIBOLD

Sunshine

Blacker Pro

Everyone should be able to design their own life

DESIGNED IN 2018 BY
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extrabold
Heavy

HIGH
CONTRAST

TRIANGULAR
WEDGE SERIFS

R

Geospatial analytics

EARTH'S MAGNETIC NORTH POLE
DETAILS
INSPIRED
BY BODONI

a matter of taste!

NOW OR NEVER!
Is UK fashion suffering from Brexiety?

VARIANTS
Display (Roman + Italic)
Condensed Display (Roman + Italic)
Text (Roman + Italic)
Condensed Text (Roman + Italic)
Titling
Titling inline
Titling Diamond
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic
Greek

Blacker Pro was developed to embody
the true spirit of the "evil serif" genre:
high contrast, modern serif proportions
and sharp, blade-like triangular serifs.
To achieve better print results, Blacker Pro was designed in two optical
subfamilies, display and text. Blacker
Pro also includes three titling uppercase-only variants with a slightly extended look as well as two condensed
variants, allowing for more freedom
and versatility in typesetting, especially
when facing space constraints.

AWARDS:

London
Fashion Week

are simply visible for the businesses

BLACK HAIR SHAMPOO

Self-control
a glass a day takes the doctor away
Kafkaesque

I wish there was somethin' you would do
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DISPLAY
HEAVY
TEXT
LIGHT
DISPLAY
BOLD
TEXT
COND.
BOLD
TEXT
HEAVY

DISPLAY
EXTRA
BOLD
DISPLAY
HEAVY
ITALIC

TITLING
INLINE
BLACK
TITLING
DIAMOND
BOLD
DISPLAY
REGULAR
DISPLAY
BOLD

TEXT
HEAVY
DISPLAY
COND.
ITALIC
TITLING
DIAMOND
MEDIUM
TITLING
LIGHT

Marcovaldo
DESIGNED IN 2021 BY
Andrea Tartarelli
WEIGHTS
Regular
SUPPORTED SCRIPTS
Extended Latin
Cyrillic

SLANTED
CALLIGRAPHIC
AXIS

o

Marcovaldo was developed as an extension
to Calvino typeface family: a heavy condensed wedge serif, optimized for display
design. The high contrast and rich texture
of the old style letterforms marry digital
aesthetics in a typeface that is at the same
time both impactful and refined.
With its nod to the Elzevir and DeVinne tradition, it tries to translate typographically
the value of Visibility that the Italian writer
Italo Calvino had described in his masterpiece Six Memos for the Next Millennium.
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Six Memos

Italo Calvino

GISELLE
Écrit sur le mode

1956-1967

FIABE ITALIANE

Welcome to
INVISIBILE

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR

TT22 IS SPONSORED BY ZETAFONTS

Zetafonts is a independent type
foundry established in 2001 in
the heart of Florence, Italy.
Powered by a team of branding
and design veterans, Zetafonts
offers a prolific portfolio of
original typeface families, covering the world's major script
systems and proposing a wide
range of innovative and stylish
typographical solutions for digital and print designers.

The font catalogue is available
with a wide range of commercial
licenses on all the major online
font resellers as well as on www.
zetafonts.com.
Zetafonts was founded by Francesco Canovaro, Debora Manetti
and Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini.
It is part of Ligature, a brand
focusing on the culture of type
design, with projects such as
TypeCampus.

Zetafonts also offers a custom
type design service and multi-script typographic branding
consultancy to selected global
brands.

ZETAFONTS
www.zetafonts.com

130+

type families created

2.500+
fonts released

28 million
digital downloads
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20.000

clients, including
Google, Apple, The Coca Cola
Company, Universal Pictures,
Disney, NBCUniversal, AirBnB, At&T
Usa, Target Australia, Marchesi
Antinori, Johnson & Johnson,
Netflix, Nickelodeon Pictures, Sky,
Mattel, Emmenthaler Switzerland,
Decathlon, Warner Bros.,
Ferrero, Nestlé, Victoria’s Secret,
ViacomCBS, Pentagram, Procter
& Gamble Company, Gucci,
YouTube LLC, Vodafone, European
Commission, Mikado, Yamaha,
Ubisoft, 2k Games
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OUR !
OR
SPONS

WE ARE NOT FORTUNE TELLERS.

5. 6. 7. MAY
BARCELONA
DISSENY HUB

SPONSORS

WE SEE THE FUTURE.

OFFF
FESTIVAL
2022

If you’re not happy single,
you won’t be happy married.
Happiness comes not from
one’s relationship status,
but from FONTS.

FinalSix

Thousands
of
beautiful fo
nts

ilovetypography.com

aa
in books
by Verlag
Hermann
Schmidt
in books
by Verlag
Hermann
Schmidt
The introduction
The introduction
Making
Fonts!
to professional
Making
Fonts!
to professional
Type design: Step-by-step to your own font.
Type design: Step-by-step to your own font.

Making Fonts! paves your way to professional
Making Fonts! paves your way to professional
type design.
type design.
English edition
35,00 Euro
English edition
35,00 Euro
by Thames
by Thames
ISBN 978-3-87439-909-8
and
Hudson
under
ISBN 978-3-87439-909-8
and Hudson under

‘Designing fonts’
‘Designing fonts’
ISBN 978-0-50024-144-4
ISBN 978-0-50024-144-4

Lust
aufauf
Lettering
Lust
Lettering
Letter Design from First Sketch to Final Artwork

Letter Design from First Sketch to Final Artwork

Concepts, tools and techniques to guide you
Concepts, tools and techniques to guide you
English edition
on the path to your very own lettering style!
English edition
on the path to your very own lettering style!
by Thames
by Thames
29,80 Euro
and Hudson
29,80 Euro
and Hudson
under ‘The
ISBN 978-3-87439-884-8
under ‘The
ISBN 978-3-87439-884-8
Golden Secrets

Golden Secrets
of Lettering’
of Lettering’
ISBN 987-0-50024-152-3
ISBN 987-0-50024-152-3

TDCTDC
42 42
The World’s Best Typography

The World’s Best Typography
The 42.The
Annual
of the Type
Directors
Club 2021
42. Annual
of the
Type Directors
Club 2021
When the Type Directors Club of New York sends out its
When the Type Directors Club of New York sends out its
‘Call for Entries’, the critical dialogue between the world‘s
‘Call for Entries’, the critical dialogue between the world‘s
creatives begins with themselves. Here, everything is out
creatives begins with themselves. Here, everything is out
of place that doesn’t meet one’s own standard:
of place that doesn’t meet one’s own standard:
simply the best
simply the best
Text english - 69,00 Euro
Text english - 69,00 Euro
ISBN 978-3-87439-961-6
ISBN 978-3-87439-961-6

Typodarium
2023
Typodarium
2023
A 365 Day Type Calendar

A 365 Day Type Calendar
The trend
all those
love
and
useand
fonts.
Theradar
trendfor
radar
for allwho
those
who
love
use fonts.
The classic among type calendars brings type inspiration
The classic among type calendars brings type inspiration
day by day. 248 type designers from 35 countries all over
day by day. 248 type designers from 35 countries all over
the world show fresh fonts and trendy typefaces.
the world show fresh fonts and trendy typefaces.
Text english - 19,80 Euro
Text english - 19,80 Euro
EAN 42 6017281 092 0
EAN 42 6017281 092 0

The Text
Font
Fan:
Type
Select
The
Text
Font Fan:
Type
Select
The analog font selection tool with 264 fonts
The analog font selection tool with 264 fonts
sorted by
similarity
and presented
on paper
sorted
by similarity
and presented
on paper

Font classics and newcomers that are particularly suitable for typesetting
Font classics and newcomers that are particularly suitable for typesetting
larger amounts of text. 264 Serif, Sans Serif, and Slab Serif fonts and their
larger amounts of text. 264 Serif, Sans Serif, and Slab Serif fonts and their
italics sorted by similarity for direct comparison.
italics sorted by similarity for direct comparison.
49,80 Euro
49,80 Euro
EAN 42 6017281 050 0
EAN 42 6017281 050 0

How toHow
Design
and and
to Design
Color
and
Type
use Multicolored
Color and Type
use Multicolored
Typefaces - The Future of Typography is multicolored

TheThe
HvDHvD
Fonts
Type
Book
Fonts
Type
Book
Every Day I Draw at Least One Letter

From multicolor multilayer display fonts to rainFrom multicolor multilayer display fonts to rainbow-colored continuous text. Color gives design
bow-colored continuous text. Color gives design
with text new expressive possibilities.
English edition
with text new expressive possibilities. by Princeton
English edition
25,00 Euro
by Princeton
25,00 Euro
Architectural
Architectural
ISBN 978-3-87439-921-0
Press under
ISBN 978-3-87439-921-0
Press under

Hannes von Döhren has achieved what thousands of type designers
Hannes von Döhren has achieved what thousands of type designers
dream of: he earns his living by type design. In this book, he presents
dream of: he earns his living by type design. In this book, he presents
his principle of success and his multiple award-winning typefaces.
his principle of success and his multiple award-winning typefaces.
Text english - 39,80 Euro
Text english - 39,80 Euro
ISBN 978-3-87439-865-7
ISBN 978-3-87439-865-7

Typefaces - The Future of Typography is multicolored

‘Type and Color’
‘Type and Color’
ISBN 978-1-61689-846-5
ISBN 978-1-61689-846-5

Every Day I Draw at Least One Letter

slanted
publishers

human
spark and
other
happy
accidents
slanted.de

FOLLOW THE SPIRIT
OF TYPOGRAPHY:
@typethursdayflr

Do you read only the oroscope that is
written in Futura?
Do you believe that the tower of Pisa
is built in Italic?
Do you love Helvetica more than your
soul mate?
If you recognize yourself in these
Typo-Dramas or if you feel bold
enough to discover the ABC of the
typoholic's life,
Type Thursday is your place.

Type
Thursday
Firenze

Looking
back
to think
ahead.
Peruse years of logo design insight
now on LogoLounge.com and become a
member to be a part of real-time trends
and enter your work in the competition
for LogoLounge Book 14.

2016

HEY!

For inquiries
hello@ligature.it

www.typecampus.com

www.zetafonts.com

@typecampus

@zetafonts

Text by
Isabella Ahmadzadeh
Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini

Editing and supervision
Debora Manetti
Shrishti Vajpai

Design
Isabella Ahmadzadeh
Sofia Bandini
Shristhi Vajpai

Thanks to all the
wonderful guests who
made it possible to open
a beautiful discussion on
the state of typography
and graphic design:
Héctor Ayuso, Valentina
Casali, Nadine Chahine,
Francesco Franchi, Bill
Gardner, Julia Kahl, Raissa

Pardini, Tina Touli, Type
Type and Amber Weaver.

Thanks also to Creative
Communication Award,
D&AD, I love Typography,
Logolounge, OFFF!
Barcelona, Petrescu
Press, Verlag Hermann
Schmidt, Slanted,
Tipoteca Italiana,
TYPEONE and Type
Thursday Firenze.

Corporate
headquarters
Ligature Srl
Via Ghibellina 100
50122 Firenze (Italy)

TypeCampus.com is
an inclusive academic
project created to inspire,
research and build a
dialogue with designers,
brands and type lovers.
It provides resources
related to typography,
customizing to the needs
of a large and diverse
audience consisting
of design schools,
visual and typographic
press, international
design events and nonspecialized contexts.

Special thanks to all
the designers that have
allowed us to feature their
work as part of our analysis
of their contribution to
the contemporary visual
panorama.

All artworks are copyright
of their respective
authors. Every effort has
been made to contact
the owners of the
copyright of all the
artworks reproduced
in this book. If, for
any reason, any
acknowledgment has
been omitted, please
contact us at
hello@ligature.it

SCAN
THE QR
CODE
AND CHECK OUR
NEW NORMAL
MUSIC
PLAYLISTS

Designed in 2022
All rights reserved by Typecampus
& Zetafonts.
Brand names and trademarks
are cited in this trend report
for illustrative purpose only:
no affiliation or endorsement
is intended.
No old dog was harmed in
the making of this trendbook.

